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Abstract
Non-variceal upper gastrointestinal bleeding (NVUGIB) is a common gastroenter-
ological emergency associated with significant morbidity and mortality. Upper 
gastrointestinal endoscopy is currently recommended as the gold standard 
modality for both diagnosis and treatment, with computed tomography 
traditionally playing a limited role in the diagnosis of acute NVUGIB. Following 
the introduction of multidetector computed tomography (MDCT), this modality is 
emerging as a promising tool in the diagnosis of NVUGIB. However, to date, 
evidence concerning the role of MDCT in the NVUGIB diagnosis is still lacking. 
The aim of our study was to review the current evidence concerning the role of 
MDCT in the diagnosis of acute NVUGIB.

Key Words: Gastrointestinal bleeding; Upper gastrointestinal bleeding; Non-variceal upper 
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Multidetector computed tomography angiography
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Core Tip: Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy is currently recommended as the first-line technique for 
diagnosis and treatment of non-variceal upper gastrointestinal bleeding (NVUGIB). Conversely, computed 
tomography has a limited role in the diagnosis of acute NVUGIB. However, following the introduction of 
multidetector computed tomography (MDCT), this modality is emerging as a promising tool in the 
diagnosis of NVUGIB. Nevertheless, to date, evidence concerning the role of MDCT in the NVUGIB 
diagnosis is still lacking. Our study aimed to review the current evidence concerning the role of MDCT in 
the diagnosis of acute NVUGIB.

Citation: Martino A, Di Serafino M, Amitrano L, Orsini L, Pietrini L, Martino R, Menchise A, Pignata L, Romano 
L, Lombardi G. Role of multidetector computed tomography angiography in non-variceal upper gastrointestinal 
bleeding: A comprehensive review. World J Gastrointest Endosc 2022; 14(12): 739-747
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5190/full/v14/i12/739.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.4253/wjge.v14.i12.739

INTRODUCTION
Acute upper gastrointestinal bleeding (UGIB) is the most common gastroenterological emergency with 
an annual incidence of 40-150/100000 population[1-3]. It is defined as hemorrhage occurring from a 
source located proximal to the ligament of Treitz. Based on the etiology, it is usually classified as 
variceal and non-variceal upper gastrointestinal bleeding (NVUGIB), with peptic ulcers, neoplasms and 
Mallory-Weiss syndrome being the most common causes of NVUGIB[1,2,4].

Despite marked advances in the management of acute UGIB, its mortality rate is still high ranging 
from 8% to 14%[5-7], and increasing up to 40% in high-risk patients[8].

Following hemodynamic stabilization, esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) is currently re-
commended as the first-line diagnostic procedure in NVUGIB patients, allowing for simultaneous 
localization, characterization and hemostatic treatment in the majority of bleeding lesions[9-11]. The 
reported EGD sensitivity and specificity for UGIB are 92%-98% and 30%-100%, respectively[3]. 
However, EGD often fails to identify the exact bleeding site in case of massive UGIB (> 1 mL/min), 
being non-diagnostic in 10% of cases of UGIB[3,12]. Furthermore, Vreeburg et al[13] reported un-
successful diagnosis at first endoscopy in 24% of acute UGIB patients, with endoscopic view impairment 
for excessive blood or clots in 15% of cases.

As opposed to acute lower gastrointestinal bleeding[14-16], computed tomography (CT) has currently 
a limited role in the diagnosis of acute UGIB and its routine adoption in the setting of acute NVUGIB is 
not recommended[9-11]. However, the introduction of multidetector CT (MDCT) technology has led to 
increased image resolution and markedly decreased scanning time, thus allowing the identification of 
contrast medium (CM) extravasation into the bowel lumen before contrast medium dilution. 
Furthermore, the ability of helical CT to detect active gastrointestinal bleeding may exceed the lower 
limit of 0.5 mL/min reported for mesenteric angiography and may approach the 0.2 mL/min limit of 
99mTc-red blood cell scintigraphy[17]. Thus, recently, MDCT has been increasingly adopted in the 
diagnostic approach of most vascular diseases, and a promising role of this technique in the NVUGIB 
diagnosis has been suggested[18,19]. Anyway, evidence regarding the value of MDCT in NVUGIB is 
still limited. The aim of our study was to extensively review the current evidence with regard to the role 
of MDCT in the diagnosis of acute NVUGIB.

LITERATURE SEARCH
We performed a comprehensive literature search of the PubMed (MEDLINE) and EMBASE electronic 
databases up to July 2022, in order to identify relevant studies evaluating the role of MDCT in the 
diagnosis of acute NVUGIB. The medical search strategy used the terms “computed tomography”, 
“CT”, “computed tomography angiography”, “CTA”, “multidetector computed tomography”, 
“MDCT”, “non-variceal upper gastrointestinal bleeding”, and “non-variceal upper gastrointestinal 
haemorrhage” in various combinations, using the Boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT. Search 
strategy was limited to human studies and articles written in English. Meeting abstracts, individual case 
reports, case series (< 5 cases), review articles, position papers, editorials, commentaries, and book 
chapters were excluded from our review. The reference lists of pertinent identified studies and related 
review articles were carefully hand-searched in order to obtain any additional eligible studies.

https://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5190/full/v14/i12/739.htm
https://dx.doi.org/10.4253/wjge.v14.i12.739
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ROLE OF MDCT IN NVUGIB
Evidence
A total of 9 studies were included in our final analysis[20-28]. All but 3 prospective studies[20,24,25] 
were retrospective[21-23,26-28]. With the exception of one study comparing enhanced and unenhanced 
MDCT[26], in all of the remnant studies intravenous contrast-enhanced MDCT scan with at least an 
arterial phase acquisition was evaluated[20-25,27,28]. No CM was orally administered in any of the 
included studies. Main characteristics of the included studies in which MDCT was adopted in the 
diagnosis of acute NVUGIB are summarized in Table 1. Figures 1-3 show three cases of severe NVUGIB 
in which MDCT was performed immediately after EGD, providing bleeding etiology identification and 
thus guiding further treatment.

In 2006, Yoon et al[20] first prospectively evaluated the role of arterial phase MDCT in 7 patients 
admitted for acute massive NVUGIB in whom endoscopic examination or hemostasis failed. A high 
accuracy of MDCT for the detection and localization of the bleeding sites was showed.

Later on, in a small retrospective case series MDCT was able to detect the bleeding source in all cases 
and to identify the bleeding etiology in 9 out of 10 cases. Of note, CT provided a diagnosis in 6 patients 
after negative findings at angiography (n = 2) and endoscopy (n = 4). In the remaining 4 patients, CT 
was the initial imaging method providing a diagnosis in all 4, and no further diagnostic work-up was 
performed. Moreover, CM extravasation was detected in all patients with acute severe NVUGIB (7/10) 
and the identified NVUGIB etiology mainly included rare causes of massive NVUGIB (aortoduodenal 
fistula, n = 4 and arterial pseudoaneurysm, n = 4, and arteriobiliary fistula, n = 1), requiring non-
endoscopic treatment[21].

In 2008, Jaeckle et al[22] retrospectively reported the efficacy of MDCT in 10 UGIB patients in whom 
upper endoscopy failed to reveal the bleeding source. In 9 out of 10 patients MDCT was able to localize 
the bleeding site, while active bleeding was showed in 5 cases. In the only false-negative finding, 
angiographic and endoscopic follow-up revealed duodenal invasion of a small pancreatic carcinoma 
with duodenal bleeding.

Later on, a high MDCT accuracy for the detection of acute UGIB was reported in a small retrospective 
case series. Of note, MDCT criteria for acute GIB not only included the identification of active CM 
extravasation within bowel lumen, but also the detection of mass or pathologic vessel[23].

Subsequently, a small prospective study from Italy reported an excellent sensitivity of MDCT in 
identifying bleeding site and etiology (100.0% and 90.9%, respectively, compared with 72.7% and 54.5%, 
respectively, of endoscopy). Of note, patients in whom bleeding stopped after the operative endoscopy 
were not included in the study, whereas EGD failure was observed in 5 out of 11 of the included 
patients[24].

In 2012, Sun et al[25] prospectively evaluated the role of tri-phasic MDCT as the initial diagnostic 
investigation in patients with both severe and mild acute UGIB. As similarly previously reported, 
criteria for positive CT were not limited to the presence of active CM extravasation within bowel lumen, 
but also included identification of abnormal bowel mucosal enhancement, vascular malformation, 
abnormally enhancing polyp or diverticulum, or tumor. MDCT was shown to be a highly accurate first-
line screening modality for both detection and localization of UGIB, effectively guiding further 
management. However, interestingly, no CM extravasation was observed in any of the included 
patients with mild UGIB[25].

Subsequently, the usefulness of MDCT prior to urgent endoscopy was confirmed in a similar large 
retrospective study. Indeed, pre-operative MDCT showed a diagnostic accuracy for the bleeding origin 
detection of 57.8% (130 of 227 patients) and 19.4% (20 of 103 patients) for the enhanced and unenhanced 
MDCT groups, respectively, among expert radiologists. To be mentioned, the authors excluded from 
their study patients in whom other therapeutic modalities, such as angiography or surgery, were 
performed rather than urgent endoscopy due to MDCT results. Finally, the average time needed for 
endoscopic detection of bleeding origin in the MDCT-positive group was significantly faster (88.1 s) 
than that in the MDCT-negative group (155.8 s) among patients who underwent the enhanced MDCT 
scan (P ≤ 0.05)[26].

Conversely, a recent large retrospective study showed that MDCT prior to endoscopy has a sig-
nificantly low sensitivity for the identification of UGIB site and etiology, as compared with endoscopy. 
However, of note, the study did not include cases in whom EGD failed, or the endoscopic diagnosis was 
other than ulcer, varices, or cancer. Moreover, unstable patients were also excluded. As stated by the 
authors, all of the included patients were affected by mild UGIB, thus massive and rare and causes of 
acute UGIB were excluded from this study[27].

Intriguingly, Jono et al[28] compared CT findings with two well validated clinical scores to predict 
mortality, rebleeding and need for endoscopic therapy in NVUGIB patients. In all patients CT was 
performed prior to upper endoscopy. Although upper gastrointestinal (UGI) hemorrhage and UGI wall 
findings on CT scan were not significant in predicting mortality and rebleeding, the first CT finding 
better predicted the need for endoscopic therapy than both clinical Rockall score (adjusted odds ratio 
10.10) and Glasgow Blatchford score (adjusted odds ratio 10.70)[28].
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Table 1 Summary of studies reporting on the role of multidetector computed tomography in the diagnosis of acute Non-variceal upper 
gastrointestinal bleeding

Ref. Study 
design

Patients, 
n

Type 
of CT

Inclusion 
criteria Exclusion criteria Criteria for 

positive CT
Reference 
standard Study aim Results

Yoon et 
al[20], 
2006

P 7 4-
MDCT

Patients with 
massive 
UGIB in 
whom 
endoscopic 
examination 
or 
hemostasis 
failed

- Active GIB: 
Extravasation of 
CM with 
attenuation> 90 
HU within 
bowel lumen

Angiography Accuracy of 
MDCT for 
detection and 
localization of 
acute massive 
UGIB

GIB detection: 
TP: 4/7, FN: 
2/7, FP: 1/7, 
TN: 0/7, GIB 
localization: TP: 
7/7

Scheffel 
et al[21], 
2007

R 10 4-, 16-, 
or 64- 
MDCT

Patients with 
UGIB who 
underwent 
CT in the 
acute phase 
of 
hemorrhage

- Acute GIB: 
Active 
extravasation of 
CM within 
bowel lumen; or 
extravasated 
CM with 
attenuation > 90 
HU

Surgery, 
angiography, 
endoscopy, 
or pathology

Ability of 
MDCT to 
identify 
source and 
etiology of 
acute UGIB

GIB detection: 
10/10; GIB 
etiology identi-
fication: 9/10

Jaeckle et 
al[22], 
2008

R 10 16- or 
40-
MDCT

Patients with 
UGIB in 
whom 
endoscopic 
examination 
failed to 
identify the 
bleeding 
source

Serum creatinine > 250 
µmol/L; or iodinated CM 
allergy

Active GIB: 
Active 
extravasation of 
CM with 
attenuation > 90 
HU within 
bowel lumen; or 
collection of 
hyperdense 
intraluminal 
blood with 
attenuation > 90 
HU

Endoscopy, 
angiography 
and/or 
surgery

Accuracy of 
MDCT for 
detection and 
localization of 
acute UGIB

GIB detection: 
TP: 9/10; FN: 
1/10; GIB 
localization: TP: 
9/10; FN: 1/10

Fung et 
al[23], 
2008

R 6 64-
MDCT

Patients with 
UGIB who 
underwent 
angiography

- Acute GIB: 
Mass, abnormal 
vessel, or active 
extravasation of 
CM within 
bowel lumen

Angiography Accuracy of 
MDCT for 
detection of 
acute UGIB

TP: 6/6

Frattaroli 
et al[24], 
2009

P 11 (1 
VUGIB)

16-
MDCT

Patients with 
severe acute 
UGIB 
following 
endoscopy

Hemodynamicinstability; 
non-severe, intermittent, 
or chronic GIB; or 
effective endoscopic 
hemosthasis

Acute GIB: 
Active 
extravasation of 
CM within 
bowel lumen

Endoscopy, 
angiography, 
surgery, or 
post-mortem 
findings

Ability of 
MDCT to 
identify UGIB 
site and 
etiology

GIB site identi-
fication: 
Sensitivity 100% 
(vs 72.7% of 
endoscopy); GIB 
etiology identi-
fication: 
Sensitivity 90.9% 
(vs 54.5% of 
endoscopy)

Sun et al
[25], 2012

P 33 16-, 
64-, or 
dual-
source 
MDCT

Patients with 
acute UGIB 
who 
underwent; 
MDCT as the 
initial 
diagnostic 
examination

Iodinated CM allergy; 
pregnancy; or serum 
creatinine > 2.0 mg/dL

Active GIB: 
Active 
extravasation of 
CM with 
attenuation > 90 
HU within 
bowel lumen; 
focal or 
segmental 
abnormal bowel 
mucosal 
enhancement; 
presence of a 
vascular 
malformation; 
polyp or 
diverticulum 
with abnormal 
enhancement; or 
tumor

Endoscopy, 
angiography, 
surgery, or 
pathology

Accuracy of 
MDCT for 
detection of 
active UGIB

TP: 25/33; FN: 
3/33; TN: 5/33

Miyaoka 
et al[26], 

Patients with 
acute UGIB 

Patients who underwent 
other therapeutic 

Active GIB: 
Extravasation of 

Accuracy of 
MDCT for 

Enhanced 
MDCT: 57.8% 

R 330 64-
MDCT

Endoscopy
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2014 who 
underwent 
MDCT prior 
to urgent 
endoscopy

modalities rather than 
urgent endoscopy due to 
MDCT findings

CM within 
bowel lumen; 
possible 
bleeding: Wall 
thickening; focal 
wall 
enhancement; 
masses, varices, 
and aneurysms, 
with or without 
the intraluminal 
high-attenuation 
substance

detection of 
acute UGIB 
origin

(130/227); 
unenhanced 
MDCT: 19.4% 
(20/103)

Jono et al
[28], 2019

R 386 16- or 
64- 
MDCT

Patients with 
NVUGIB 
who 
underwent 
MDCT prior 
to urgent 
endoscopy

VUGIB; or no CT exam UGI 
hemorrhage: 
Yes or no; UGI 
wall change: 
Concavity or 
hypertrophy

Endoscopy OR of risks 
scores based 
on clinical 
data and CT 
findings for 
predicting 
mortality, 
rebleeding 
and need for 
endoscopic 
therapy in 
NVUGIB

UGI 
hemorrhage: 
Not significant 
in predicting 
mortality and 
rebleeding, but 
significant in 
predicting need 
for endoscopic 
therapy (OR 10.1 
for RS and 10.70 
for GBS); UGI 
wall change: Not 
significant in 
predicting 
mortality, 
rebleeding and 
need for 
endoscopic 
therapy

Kim et al
[27], 2022

R 269 (53 
VUGIB)

64-
MDCT

Patients with 
acute UGIB 
who 
underwent 
MDCT prior 
to endoscopy

Execution of endoscopy 24 
h after admission; 
endoscopic examination 
failure; LGIB; acute or 
chronic kidney injure; or 
iodinated CM allergy

Active bleeding: 
Active 
extravasation of 
CM within 
bowel lumen; 
recent bleeding: 
Hemorrhagic 
content, 
suspicious 
hematoma, and 
blood clots

Endoscopy Accuracy of 
MDCT for 
identification 
of status, 
location, and 
etiology of 
UGIB

Bleeding status 
identification: 
32.9% (active 
bleeding); 27.4% 
(recent 
bleeding); 94.8% 
(no bleeding); 
bleeding 
location identi-
fication: 60.9% 
(esophagus), 
60.6% (stomach), 
50.9% 
(duodenum); 
bleeding 
etiology identi-
fication: 58.3% 
(ulcerative 
bleeding), 65.9% 
(cancerous 
bleeding), 56.6% 
(variceal 
bleeding)

CT: Computed tomography; MDCT: Multidetector-row computed tomography; UGIB: Upper gastrointestinal bleeding; GIB: Gastrointestinal bleeding; 
CM: Contrast medium; HU: Hounsfield units; TP: True positive; FN: False negative; FP: False positive; TN: True negative; VUGIB: Variceal upper 
gastrointestinal bleeding; UGI: Upper gastrointestinal; OR: Odds ratio; RS: Rockall score; GBS: Glasgow-Blatchford score; LGIB: Lower gastrointestinal 
bleeding.

CONCLUSION
EGD is currently recommended as the first-line modality for both diagnosis and treatment of NVUGIB, 
with MDCT playing only a limited role in the diagnosis of NVUGIB[9-11]. However, endoscopy may 
fail to identify the source of UGIB, especially in case of massive hemorrhage. Furthermore, although 
rare, various unusual cause of UGIB may not be properly diagnosed by endoscopy and require solely 
endovascular or surgical treatment[29-31]. MDCT has been suggested to be a promising non-invasive, 
fast and widely available diagnostic tool in the diagnosis of NVUGIB, with reported high diagnostic 
accuracy for both detection and localization of bleeding, especially among patients with severe 
hemorrhage[32]. Moreover, MDCT is capable to identify the bleeding etiology, representing the gold 
standard diagnostic modality for most of the unusual causes of NVUGIB. Finally, as opposed to 
endoscopy, MDCT is capable to accurately evaluate the bleeding lesion, providing information to 
extraluminal abnormalities, feeding and draining vessels, and its anatomical relationship to 
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Figure 1 Severe non-variceal upper gastrointestinal bleeding due to primary aorto-gastric fistula. A: Retroflexed endoscopic view showing gastric 
bulging mass partially covered by blood clots, originating from the fundus and extending to the posterior wall of the proximal body; B: Three-dimensional computed 
tomography angiography showing ruptured thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysm (arrow), retained by a periaortic hematoma (arrowhead).

Figure 2 Severe non-variceal upper gastrointestinal bleeding due to primary aorto-duodenal fistula. A: Esophagogastroduodenoscopy showing a 
large pulsating wall defect of the third duodenal portion; B-D: Axial computed tomography artery phase (B), coronal-oblique maximum intensity projection artery phase 
(C) and three-dimensional volume rendering reconstruction (D) showing a large outpouching from the right anterolateral wall of the abdominal aorta (B-D; long arrow) 
at the level of the third duodenal portion with loss of interface fat plane (B and C; short arrows), in the absence of neither air bubble within the aortic lumen and wall 
nor contrast medium extravasation into the duodenal lumen.

surrounding structures. Thus, MDCT has the potential to stratify patients who need earlier treatment 
and to assist clinicians in planning further safe, effective and tailored treatment, whether it is 
endoscopic, endovascular, and/or surgical.

In our opinion, MDCT angiography plays a primary role in NVUGIB patients in whom endoscopic 
examination fails to identify and/or to properly treat the bleeding lesion. Furthermore, in case of 
uncertain etiologic diagnosis at endoscopy, MDCT should be performed before treatment. Finally, 
across referral centers, MDCT angiography may play a role as first-line diagnostic modality in NVUGIB, 
especially among patients admitted for severe bleeding. Indeed, it may easily identify the bleeding 
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Figure 3 Severe non variceal upper gastrointestinal bleeding due to gastric submucosal arterial collaterals secondary to splenic artery 
thrombosis. A: Retroflexed endoscopic view of the gastric fundus showing varicose-shaped submucosal vessels with a small erosion (arrow); B-E: Axial computed 
tomography dual-energy arterial phase (B) with maximum intensity projection artery phase reconstruction on axial (C) and coronal (D) multiplanar view and oblique-
coronal colorimetric low keV (E) showing splenic artery thrombosis (B: short arrow) with an arterial cluster at the gastric fundus (C: arrowhead) arising from splenic 
artery collateral vessels (C-E: long arrow).

status, addressing the timing of treatment, and provide an etiological diagnosis of the bleeding lesion, 
thereby strictly directing further safe and effective management. Finally, in case of failure of endoscopic 
hemosthasis, emergent endovascular or surgical treatment could be directly, safely and effectively 
performed by the pre-alerted interventional radiologist or surgeon. However, further large prospective 
studies in high-volume referral centers are needed to clarify the role of MDCT in NVUGIB, especially as 
first-line diagnostic tool in patients affected by severe acute NVUGIB. High morbidity and mortality still 
associated with acute NVUGIB justify active research in this field.
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Abstract
Gastric varices (GV) represent a common and severe complication in patients with 
portal hypertension, commonly seen in patients with cirrhosis and severe 
pancreatic disease. Endoscopic ultrasonography is a safe and efficacious approach 
that can perform real-time ultrasonic scanning and intervention for the gastr-
ointestinal submucosa, portal vein and its tributaries, and collateral circulations 
during direct endoscopic observation. Recently, various studies have been pub-
lished about endoscopic ultrasound (EUS)-guided management of GV, mainly 
including diagnosis, treatment, and prognostic analysis. This article reviews 
published articles and guidelines to present the development process and current 
management of EUS-guided GV procedures.

Key Words: Endoscopic ultrasound; Diagnosis; Treatment; Gastric varices
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Core Tip: Gastric varices (GV) are a common and severe complication in patients with 
portal hypertension, and GV bleed more severely with a higher mortality rate than 
esophageal varices. With increased applications in GV management, endoscopic 
ultrasound (EUS) has demonstrated diagnosis and treatment benefits, particularly in 
cases of refractory bleeding or those unsuitable for conventional therapies by 
preoperative assessments, and thus enriches originally-limited options. The advantages 
of EUS exist throughout the process, from diagnosis, preoperative assessment, 
treatment, and efficacy evaluation to follow-up in GV patients. This article reviews 
published articles and guidelines to present the recent EUS-guided management of GV.
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INTRODUCTION
Gastric varices (GV) represent complex and heterogeneous collections of vascular shunts between the 
portal splenic venous system and systemic veins in the abdomen and chest[1]. GV are a common and 
severe complication in patients with portal hypertension (PH). Patients with chronic liver and pan-
creatic diseases are at risk of developing PH. Compared with esophageal varices (EV), GV bleed in 
significantly fewer patients but more severely with a higher mortality rate[2]. Despite decades of 
advances in diagnosing and treating procedures, managing GV bleeding in patients with PH remains a 
unique clinical challenge. Accurately detecting PH and GV are critical in managing PH[3]. However, 
conventional gastroscopy cannot effectively observe small GV and portal vein (PV) and their tributaries, 
not to mention its disability for real-time venous blood flow visualization during and after endoscopic 
procedures. Meanwhile, effective treatment options for GV bleeding used to be limited. Even in patients 
undergoing emergency endoscopic treatment such as emergency ligation, rebleeding and mortality rates 
are still non-negligible[4]. With increased applications in GV management[5-7], endoscopic ultrasound 
(EUS) has demonstrated diagnostic and therapeutical benefits and enriches originally-limited options. 
By comprehensively performing an electronic literature search of Medline/PubMed, Embase, Reference 
Citation Analysis (RCA) databases, and Web of Science databases from inception to September 10, 2022, 
we review published articles and guidelines to present the development process and current man-
agement of EUS-guided GV procedures.

CLASSIFICATION
Varied endoscopic classifications exist for GV[8], among which Sarin classification is the most com-
monly used. According to Sarin classification, GV exist in four types, including isolated GV type 1 
(IGV1), IGV2, gastroesophageal varices type 1 (GOV1), and GOV2. The Sarin classification was based on 
the location of GV and their relationship with EV[2], while another one, the Hashizome classification, 
focuses on the form, location, and color of GV[9]. Even though few EUS-based GV classifications have 
been reported, esophagogastric varices were once investigated and classified into three types according 
to the vascular structures and locations, including the esophageal type, esophagogastric type, and 
solitary gastric type[10]. Another research in patients with cirrhosis proposed a new classification 
criterion for GV, which included three types of GV sizes and gastric wall abnormalities, respectively[11].

EPIDEMIOLOGY
According to anatomic location, GV are classified as gastroesophageal or isolated GV, and the reported 
incidence of GV varies in patients with PH (2%-70%)[12]. The most common GV type is the lesser curve 
varix, which is also classified as type 1 GOV (GOV1, Sarin classification)[2]. GV makes up about 10%-
20% of all types of varices[2,13]. Previous studies have demonstrated that GV bleeding could happen at 
lower portal pressures when compared to esophageal varices[14,15], and the cumulative risk for GV 
bleeding in patients with PH at 1, 3, and 5 years has been reported to be as high as 16%, 36%, and 44%, 
respectively[16]. Acute GV bleeding is one of the leading causes of death in cirrhotic patients, even in 
patients who have undergone N-butyl-cyanoacrylate (NBC) injections. A retrospective study of 132 
patients documented a 16.7% mortality rate within 6 wk after NBC injection treatment[17]. Left-sided 
PH (LSPH) accounts for approximately 5% of extrahepatic PH cases and is characterized by isolated GV
[18]. In patients with LSPH due to pancreatic disease, GV bleeding has been reported in approximately 
8% to 15% of patients[19,20].

DIAGNOSIS
EUS combines ultrasound imaging and traditional endoscopy to obtain real-time ultrasound images and 
provide detailed information about the gastrointestinal tract and the surrounding organs and vessels. 
EUS technology has enabled endoscopists to break through the observing limitation inside the digestive 
tract and greatly enriched the diagnosis and differential diagnosis of GV. The combination of EUS with 
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color or flow Doppler techniques facilitates better identification and monitoring of GV.

Accurate identification
EUS and mini-probes have played a revolutionary part in GV identification. High-frequency mini-
probes can increase the sensitivity in identifying the minimal or initial varices and thus are beneficial for 
early diagnosis of esophageal varices and GV[21]. EUS could assess both the intraluminal and 
extraluminal varices in cirrhotic patients and therefore improve the management of PH[22]. Linear or 
radial EUS should be recommended to distinguish GV from other causes of prominent gastric folds, 
especially in cases with no evidence of PH or cirrhosis, as reported in patients with gastrointestinal 
stromal tumor or mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma[23,24]. PH and splenic vein thrombosis 
remain the leading causes of GV bleeding. Accurate identification of PH is essential in managing 
patients with cirrhosis and pancreatic disease and preventing complications, including gastrointestinal 
bleeding. The endoscopic diagnosis of PH by conventional gastroscopy is mainly based on the visual-
ization of bluish dilated tortuous varices, while GOV are not present in approximately 60% of patients 
with PH[25]. GV is located in a deeper submucosa than EV and is, therefore, difficult to differentiate 
from other causes of prominent gastric folds by conventional endoscopy. However, even blood flow in 
small varices not diagnosed by gastroscopy can be visualized by color Doppler endoscopic ultrasono-
graphy (CD-EUS), and the minimum diameter of varices detected was 2 mm in the 1990s[26]. Real-time 
portal pressures and liver biopsies can be acquired during one EUS procedure, so EUS has recently 
become increasingly popular in patients suspected of having PH or liver cirrhosis[27]. Therefore, EUS is 
a practical approach for differentiating PH from other related diseases.

Preprocedural evaluation
Predictors of GV bleeding include fundal varices, large varices (> 5 mm), red color signs, and Child-
Pugh C class[28]. EUS can determine the bleeding risk of GV patients and facilitate timely therapeutic 
intervention for high-risk patients without active bleeding. EUS and high-frequency mini-probes can 
accurately measure the variceal radius and wall thickness, which supports subsequent identification of 
patients at risk for variceal bleeding[29,30]. In addition, estimating the presence of GV in patients with 
massive active gastrointestinal bleeding is distressing, while CD-EUS can help better confirm GV, 
determine accessibility, and select a suitable treatment plan in these cases. CD-EUS and EUS-guided 
angiography can also assess the primary feeding vein system of GV, fluid dynamics, and gastrorenal 
shunts[31,32], which is of great significance for the subsequent treatment selection and the reduction of 
postoperative complications. More importantly, EUS-guided evaluation is a reproducible and non-
invasive approach.

Therapeutic evaluation
EUS procedures have been proven effective in assessing GV obliteration and identifying perforated 
veins, thus improving real-time monitoring and repeated injection management[5,8,33]. A prospective 
cohort study of 102 patients concluded that red signs, variceal size, and presence of para-gastric veins 
indicated a high risk of GV rebleeding after endoscopic therapy, all of which were identifiable by EUS
[34]. EUS can visualize the altered ultrasonic echo immediately during endoscopic treatments, and the 
disappearance of the original blood flow verified by CD-EUS was thought to be one indicator of real-
time therapeutic efficacy[26]. Meanwhile, alterations of variceal radius and wall thickness assessed by 
EUS also predicted endoscopic and pharmacological efficacy[30]. CD-EUS allows assessments of 
vascular blood flow and possible morphologic or hemodynamic changes after endoscopic treatment. A 
prospective observational study of 30 patients demonstrated that feeder vessels of GV could be 
identified during endoscopic procedures, and GV would disappear immediately after targeted 
injections of these feeding vessels[35]. Furthermore, follow-up EUS after obliteration helps to identify 
the remaining flow in the perforating vein and decide whether to repeat endoscopic procedures to 
reduce the possibility of postoperative bleeding[36]. Previous studies have demonstrated severe peri-EV 
and large perforating EV detected by a 20 MHz mini-probe as valuable indicators for EV recurrence 
after endoscopic injection sclerotherapy[37]; in addition, biweekly EUS monitoring could identify 
requirements for repeated NBC injection and decrease recurrent bleeding rates (18.5% vs 44.7%, P = 
0.0053) in cirrhotic patients with bleeding GV[5]. Precise obliteration assessment of targeted GV 
contributes to reducing injection doses and related fatal embolization, which is a way safer and more 
objective than traditional estimation only by GV “hardening” after injection.

Treatment
Interventional EUS procedures have undergone tremendous development over the past three decades. 
EUS technology has evolved rapidly from a diagnostic tool to a promising therapeutic modality in 
patients with GV. Acute GV bleeding in patients with PH is a severe medical emergency, and the 
immediate therapeutic goals are to control bleeding, prevent early recurrence (within 5 d), and reduce 6-
wk mortality[38,39]. Direct endoscopic cyanoacrylate injection is recommended as the first-line therapy 
for GV bleeding. Meanwhile, other injection procedures with the aid of EUS are increasingly performed 
due to their safety, efficiency, and accuracy[31]. EUS-guided injection procedures in GV patients 
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included EUS-glue, EUS-coil, EUS-coil & glue, EUS-thrombin, EUS-coil & thrombin, and EUS-coil & 
gelatin[5,7,31,40]. Previous studies have reported that EUS-guided injection has a significantly lower 
rebleeding rate (8.8% vs 23.7%, P = 0.045) and requires a smaller amount of cyanoacrylate (2.0 ± 0.8 mL 
vs 3.3 ± 1.3 mL, P < 0.001) compared to direct injection in a randomized controlled trial[41]. A meta-
analysis of 851 GV patients in 23 studies revealed that EUS-guided GV procedures demonstrated 
superior clinical efficacy than conventional endoscopic glue injection in obliteration, recurrence, and 
long-term rebleeding, which increasingly emphasizes the advantages of EUS-guided procedures in GV
[42].

EUS-guided sclerotherapy
Endoscopic sclerotherapy has been reported effective in treating bleeding varices and preventing the 
first variceal bleeding[43]. However, endoscopic sclerotherapy demonstrated less effectiveness in GV 
than in EV. Commonly used sclerosants include ethanolamine oleate (EO), glucose solutions, sodium 
tetradecyl, and acetic acid[44]. Larger injection doses are contemplated to avoid reduced efficacy caused 
by the early flush of injected sclerosants, but massive sclerosant injections may cause serious complic-
ations such as gastric necrosis and perforation[45]. In a prospective study of 92 consecutive, nonran-
domized patients with variceal bleeding, it was concluded that endoscopic sclerotherapy only 
demonstrated temporary control of GV bleeding, and the high incidence of severe early rebleeding 
required alternative treatments or modified sclerotherapy techniques[46]. Balloon-occluded endoscopic 
sclerotherapy has been demonstrated as an effective and safe prophylactic treatment for high-risk GV 
with significantly reduced sclerotherapy volume in a prospective, randomized, comparative clinical 
trial, and this procedure can even be used in patients without gastrorenal shunts[47]. In contrast, EUS-
guided sclerotherapy can offer a real-time observation during GV injection and reduce sclerosant 
dosage as well as complications by accurately injecting an appropriate amount of sclerosant into the 
target location. Meanwhile, EUS-guided sclerotherapy showed a lower recurrence rate and more 
extended recurrence than conventional sclerotherapy in a randomized controlled trial of 50 patients 
with cirrhosis and varices[48]. However, considering that the survival disadvantage from EO injection 
therapy was partially related to its lower hemostasis rate (55% vs 88%, P = 0.023) and higher early 
bleeding rates[49], experts believe that cyanoacrylate is superior to EO in treating GV bleeding.

EUS-guided tissue adhesive injection
EUS-guided tissue adhesive injection is to inject tissue adhesive into the targeted GV via a fine-needle 
aspiration (FNA) device. Three leading tissue adhesives used in endoscopic injections are NBC, 2-octyl-
cyanoacrylate, and NBC plus methacryloxysulfolane[50], among which NBC is the most commonly 
employed agent, and it has been proved to have faster and firmer obliteration efficacy in GV than other 
alternatives, such as thrombin, absorbable gelatin sponge (AGS), and alcohol[51]. Endoscopic therapy 
with NBC is recommended for acute bleeding from IGV and those GOV2 that extend beyond the cardia
[38]. Direct injection of tissue adhesives in GV patients was first reported by Soehendra et al[52] in 1986, 
which resulted in definitive hemostasis. Many years later, EUS-guided cyanoacrylate injection was 
reported with technical success in five GV patients[31]. Since then, numerous studies have been 
conducted using EUS-guided cyanoacrylate injection procedures[36,53]. EUS visualization of GV may 
improve hemostasis efficacy due to precise targeting and real-time obliteration confirmation while 
remaining less affected by blood; therefore, EUS-guided procedures seem more suitable in active 
bleeding with no need for gastric rinsing[54]. Even though endoscopic injection therapy has been 
proven minimally invasive and effective[55], these procedures with sclerosants or glue may cause 
severe complications occurring neither in EUS injections nor traditional injections, including systemic 
embolization, fever, pain, and recurrent bleeding[13,56]. Due to the potential presence of right-to-left 
shunts, traditional tissue adhesive injections may lead to fatal multiple systemic embolisms, so extreme 
caution was recommended for cyanoacrylate injection in adolescents with PH of unknown origin[57]. 
Therefore, reducing cyanoacrylate-related complications has always been one of the research hotspots, 
while the critical point of reducing complications is to minimize the injection dose effectively. 
Consequently, the Clip-assisted cyanoacrylate injection procedure was reported to be safe, convenient, 
and efficacious in treating GV with concomitant gastrorenal shunt[58], and our center has recently 
recorded a modified EUS-guided selective NBC injection procedure in an LSPH patient with good 
hemostasis efficacy and no post-operational gastrointestinal bleeding and ectopic embolism due to 
reduced injection dosage[59]. In addition, many details of EUS-guided injection procedures remain to be 
further explored, for example, 19- or 22-gauge needles have been used and reported without 
comparison in previous studies[36,53], and there is still no consensus on the exact EUS-guided tissue 
adhesive injection procedure.

EUS-guided coil embolization
EUS-guided coil embolization is to inject coils into the targeted blood vessels through EUS to interrupt 
the blood supply and thus achieve hemostasis. These coils are made up of light metal alloy and 
synthetic fibers, and they can obliterate GV with fewer embolization complications than those caused by 
tissue adhesive. EUS-guided coil embolization was first reported in a case report of successful hem-
ostasis in refractory ectopic variceal bleeding[60], which provided a new idea for GV therapy. EUS-
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guided coil embolization in GV patients was reported shortly thereafter[61]. In the above study, the 
target site for puncture and coil placement was modified from GV to its perforating feeding vein, 
successfully blocking blood flow and reducing the number of coils[61]. Surprisingly, a follow-up study 
found that EUS-guided coil embolization could achieve GV disappearance in most patients with only 
one endoscopic intervention[36]. Although EUS-guided coil therapy appeared superior in treating GV 
due to a higher technical success rate, fewer endoscopies, and a lower complication rate and reinter-
vention rate[36,40], it remains to be determined whether the EUS-guided coil or tissue adhesive injection 
procedure is preferred. Coil migrating from the targeted varices and significant bleeding from the 
puncture site were both observed in previous studies[62,63]. Moreover, since the advantages of reduced 
endoscopic interventions and recurrent bleeding rates in EUS-guided coil embolization procedure 
comes at the expense of multiple coil placement and additional risks of radiation exposure, EUS-guided 
coil injection was believed to be significantly more expensive, technically more demanding, and not 
viable in many patients by some experts[64].

EUS-guided coil embolization combined with tissue adhesive injection
Despite EUS-guided tissue adhesive injection being reported to improve accuracy compared with 
conventional procedures, postprocedural ectopic embolization and other complications were still 
disturbing. Meanwhile, although EUS-guided coil embolization demonstrated a relatively low 
probability of ectopic embolism, unsatisfactory hemostasis still existed in some patients. Both these 
approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. Since embolizations caused by cyanoacrylate 
were thought to be mainly related to the injection volume, reducing the injection dose has become a key 
to breakthrough. Coils with attached synthetic fibers may decrease the injected glue dosage (1 mL less 
per patient than that in the conventional procedure), thereby reducing the incidence of ectopic 
embolism while achieving equal obliteration efficacy[65]. This new method combines EUS-guided tissue 
adhesive injection and coil embolization to achieve complementary advantages and satisfactory effect-
iveness. In the same study, transesophageal injection access from the distal esophagus to the fundus was 
first introduced and has demonstrated many benefits, including avoiding the difficulty of retroflexing 
the endoscope, no hindrance caused by blood in the stomach, and no disruption of the gastric mucosa 
overlying GV[65]. Moreover, an observational study of GV patients revealed a 100% technical success 
rate and 96.6% complete variceal obliteration rate in the EUS-guided coil and cyanoacrylate 
embolization procedure[35]. In a retrospective study of 152 patients with GV, 125 patients underwent 
EUS-guided combined injection of coils and cyanoacrylate glue, with a mean number of 1.4 coils (range 
1-4) and 2 mL (range 0.5-6) cyanoacrylate per patient; after a mean follow-up of 436 d, only 4 (3%) 
patients presented with mild delayed upper GI bleeding due to coil/glue extrusion[66]. Furthermore, 
compared with EUS-guided coil injection alone, EUS-guided coil embolization combined with tissue 
adhesive injection demonstrated a higher variceal occlusion rate (86.7% vs 13.3%, P < 0.001), lower 
postoperative rebleeding rate (3.3% vs 20%, P = 0.04), and lower reintervention rate (16.7% vs 40%, P = 
0.01)[7]. A meta-analysis of 536 patients concluded that EUS combination therapy with coil embolization 
and cyanoacrylate injection appeared to be preferred for GV over EUS-based monotherapy among a 
variety of EUS-guided therapies available due to its lower adverse event rates compared to cyanoac-
rylate alone (10% vs 21%, P < 0.001) and similar rates compared to coil embolization alone (10% vs 3%, P 
= 0.057)[67]. Although the above studies supported the superiority of EUS-guided combined injection of 
coils and cyanoacrylate glue over the application of coils or cyanoacrylate glue alone[7,65,66], there is 
still a lack of evidence of optimal coil numbers and mid-long term complications. Moreover, some 
experts believe that standard endoscopic cyanoacrylate injections are easier to perform and more 
accessible for endoscopists worldwide. In contrast, EUS-guided joint injections are more challenging 
and time-consuming and thus may be more beneficial for only a few selected and severe GV cases[68].

Other EUS-guided injections
Due to numerous complications after routine tissue adhesive injections[13,56,57], several studies have 
reported alternatives to cyanoacrylate, which included AGS, thrombin, EO. AGS is a type of purified 
collagen with liquefaction ability and thus appears not associated with post-injection ulcerations. EUS-
guided coil embolization and AGS was reported to be a novel alternative to cyanoacrylate with high 
clinical success rates and low risk for complications in treating bleeding GV in a retrospective review[40,
69]. Some experts have also suggested human thrombin as a simple and practical alternative to tissue 
adhesives due to fewer complications[70,71], but thrombin demonstrated inferior GV obliteration 
efficacy than cyanoacrylate. Another case series reported successful hemostatic efficacy in a follow-up 
period of 57 mo after EUS-guided coil deployment with sclerosant (EO). The authors believed that both 
isolated GV and their feeding veins would be reliably obliterated after this procedure[72]. However, 
most of these studies compared their EUS-guided injection procedures only with conventional cyanoac-
rylate injections but not with EUS-guided cyanoacrylate injections, and thus further research with more 
patients is still needed.

EUS-guided endovascular treatments
Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) has been proven effective in reducing portal 
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venous pressure and is especially recommended in patients with persistent variceal bleeding un-
controlled by endoscopic and medical therapy and postoperative rebleeding within 5 d[38]. 
Nevertheless, TIPS could increase risks for patients with congestive heart failure, pulmonary 
hypertension, advanced cirrhosis, or hepatic encephalopathy[73]. EUS techniques offer real-time visual-
izations of various vascularity without radiation exposure and promising alternatives for endovascular 
therapy, such as EUS-guided intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (EIPS), EUS-guided portal pressure 
gradient (EUS-PPG), and EUS-guided partial splenic embolization (PSE). Compared with traditional 
puncture of the PV branch from the hepatic vein, a technically challenging procedure with serious 
complications, EUS guidance can directly confirm the vascular flow after stent deployment and 
expansion[74]. EIPS was recommended due to the advantages of non-transjugular access and reduced 
vascular injuries. EUS-guided portal venography with carbon dioxide using a 25 gauge FNA needle was 
reported feasible, technically simple, and safe in a porcine model a decade and a half ago[75]. Two years 
later, EIPS creation was reported to be a valuable alternative to conventional TIPS in a live porcine 
model with normal PV pressure[76]. After that, EIPS with direct portal pressure measurements proved a 
novel alternative to TIPS in a study of five Yorkshire pigs[74]. In a pilot study that enrolled 28 patients 
with liver diseases, EUS-PPG procedures demonstrated promising safety, availability, and simplicity in 
managing patients with liver disease[77]. Recently, EUS-PPG with a 22-gauge FNA needle demo-
nstrated accuracy and security as an alternative to hepatic venous pressure gradient mea-surements in a 
prospective study of 12 patients with hepatic sinusoidal obstruction syndrome or Budd-Chiari 
syndrome[6]. However, the major limitation of these two studies was the exclusion of patients with 
increased bleeding risks (patients with an international normalized ratio > 1.5 or platelet count < 50 
were excluded)[6,77]. These above EUS technologies are gradually transitioning from animal models to 
patients. Meanwhile, EUS-guided PSE was first reported in a patient with alcoholic cirrhosis and 
variceal bleeding as an alternative procedure for preventing recurrent GV bleeding and hypersplenism
[78]. EUS-guided coil implantation and following glue injection were performed in isolated collateral 
outside the gastric wall in a perigastric location to achieve vascular embolization; reduced GV was 
confirmed by follow-up endoscopy, and authors believed that the access to the splenic artery through 
the gastric wall has the advantage of a shorter puncture path[78]. Despite all these developments in 
EUS-guided endovascular treatments, more data are yet demanded to compare EUS-guided and 
radiation-guided endovascular therapies.

LIMITATIONS
Although increased utilizations have demonstrated promising benefits of EUS-guided procedures, and 
some experts claim them as first-line strategies[11], EUS-guided interventions are not yet one of the 
routine endoscopic procedures for GV patients and are just recommended after failures of conventional 
therapies. Meanwhile, limited EUS-based GV classifications exist, and most GV are classified by 
endoscopic criteria. Moreover, there is still a lack of acknowledged standards for EUS-guided 
procedures and their roles in primary prophylaxis, acute hemorrhage, and secondary prophylaxis in GV 
patients, and most studies are retrospective and nonrandomized with small numbers of GV patients. As 
such, limited data are available to evaluate the mid-long term efficacy and safety of various EUS-guided 
treatments. Further prospective randomized trials and guidelines are still needed to optimize EUS-
guided procedures in GV. Furthermore, numerous treatment options exist for GV, among which EUS-
guided procedures are mainly performed in tertiary care centers due to the limited availability of EUS 
and well-trained specialists[27]. Under such circumstances, TIPS and balloon-occlusion retrograde 
transvenous obliteration were still the central and practical options for salvage therapies in patients with 
refractory variceal bleeding. Additionally, most previous studies focused on investigating the 
advantages of EUS-guided procedures over traditional endoscopic ones, while direct comparisons 
between diverse EUS-guided approaches are still limited.

CONCLUSION
EUS-guided diagnoses and treatments have recently emerged as convenient diagnostic procedures and 
promising hemostatic interventions for GV (Table 1), particularly in cases of refractory bleeding or those 
unsuitable for conventional therapies by preoperative assessment. EUS procedures have already proved 
capable of effective real-time visualization, accurate identification, and perioperative assessment in GV. 
Meanwhile, various EUS-guided GV injection approaches and highly effective endovascular 
procedures, such as EUS-guided coil embolization combined with tissue adhesive injection, EIPS, and 
EUS-guided PSE, have demonstrated encouraging clinical outcomes and developmental potentials. 
These EUS-guided diagnoses and treatments are currently recommended for patients with appropriate 
affordability, disease severity, and collateral pathway anatomy in advanced EUS centers. Additionally, 
multidisciplinary discussion team recommendations could provide preferable personalized man-
agement and a remarkably reduced rebleeding risk[22].
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Table 1 Endoscopic ultrasound-guided diagnosis and treatment of gastric varices

EUS application Potential benefits Areas of concern Ref.
Diagnosis

Accurate identification Improving diagnostic sensitivity and differential 
diagnosis; real-time

- [21-27]

Preprocedural evaluation Predicting bleeding risk and determining 
treatment; reproducible and non-invasive

- [29-32]

Therapeutic evaluation Improving real-time monitoring and repeated 
injection management; safer and more objective

- [5,8,26,33-
36]

Treatment

EUS-guided sclerotherapy Reducing injection dose, complications, and 
recurrence

Inferior to cyanoacrylate [47-49]

EUS-guided tissue adhesive injection Reducing injection dose, rebleeding rate and 
complications; faster and more firmly

Lack of recommended procedures and 
comparison among different needles

[36,41,42,
51,54-59]

EUS-guided coil embolization Improving technical success and reducing 
interventions and complications

Additional radiation exposure; expensive; 
technically demanding

[36,40,60-
64]

EUS-guided coil embolization 
combined with tissue adhesive injection

Improving variceal occlusion, reducing rebleeding 
and reinterventions

Not clear about optimal coil numbers; 
technically challenging and time-consuming

[7,35,65-
68]

Other EUS-guided injections Novel alternatives; high clinical success rates with 
low risk for complications

Inferior variceal obliteration efficacy; lack of 
controlled studies

[40,69-72]

EUS-guided endovascular treatments No radiation exposure; shorter puncture path; 
promising alternatives

Lack of controlled studies [6,74-78]

EUS: Endoscopic ultrasound.

In conclusion, EUS technique advantages exist throughout the process, from diagnosis, preoperative 
assessment, treatment, and efficacy evaluation to follow-up in GV patients, and thus it is worthy of 
further research and promotion. EUS application by skilled EUS experts in proper GV patients at the 
right time will improve their diagnosis, efficacy, and whole GV management.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Current guidelines recommend colonoscopy within 24 h for acute lower gastr-
ointestinal bleeding; however, the evidence in support for colonic diverticular 
hemorrhage (CDH) indications remains insufficient.

AIM 
To investigate the effectiveness of early colonoscopy on the length of hospital stay 
for CDH patients.

METHODS 
We conducted a single-center retrospective cohort study. Patients who underwent 
colonoscopy within 24 h of presentation (early group) were compared with those 
who underwent colonoscopy beyond 24 h of presentation (elective group). The 
primary outcome was the length of hospital stay, and secondary outcomes were 
the identification of stigmata of recent hemorrhage (SRH), rebleeding, red blood 
cell transfusion more than 4 units, and interventional radiology and abdominal 
surgery after colonoscopy.

RESULTS 
We identified 574 CDH cases. Patients were divided into the early (n = 328) and 
elective (n = 226) groups. After propensity score matching, 191 pairs were 
generated. The length of hospital stay did not significantly differ between the two 
groups (early group vs elective group; median, 7 vs 8 d; P = 0.10). The early group 
had a significantly high identification of SRH (risk difference, 11.6%; 95%CI: 2.7 to 
20.3; P = 0.02). No significant differences were found in the rebleeding (risk 
difference, 4.7%; 95%CI: -4.1 to 13.5; P = 0.35), red blood cell transfusion more 
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than 4 units (risk difference, 1.6%; 95%CI: -7.5 to 10.6; P = 0.82), and interventional radiology and 
abdominal surgery rate after colonoscopy (risk difference, 0.5%; 95%CI: -2.2 to 3.2; P = 1.00).

CONCLUSION 
Early colonoscopy within 24 h, on arrival for CDH, could not improve the length of hospital stay.

Key Words: Colonic diverticular hemorrhage; Colonic diverticular bleeding; Diverticular hemorrhage; 
Diverticular bleeding; Early colonoscopy; Colonoscopy

©The Author(s) 2022. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core Tip: Current guidelines recommend colonoscopy within 24 h for acute lower gastrointestinal 
bleeding; however, the evidence in support for colonic diverticular hemorrhage (CDH) indications remains 
insufficient. We investigate the effectiveness of early colonoscopy on the length of hospital stay for CDH. 
The purpose of the study was to compare the length of hospital stay for CDH by dividing patients into two 
groups: An early group who underwent colonoscopy within 24 h and an elective group who underwent 
colonoscopy beyond 24 h and analysis was performed using propensity score matching. Early 
colonoscopy did not improve the length of hospital stay.

Citation: Ichita C, Shimizu S, Sasaki A, Sumida C, Nishino T, Kimura K. Effectiveness of early colonoscopy in 
patients with colonic diverticular hemorrhage: A single-center retrospective cohort study. World J Gastrointest 
Endosc 2022; 14(12): 759-768
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5190/full/v14/i12/759.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.4253/wjge.v14.i12.759

INTRODUCTION
Among cases of acute lower gastrointestinal bleeding (ALGIB), colonic diverticular hemorrhage (CDH) 
is the most common, accounting for more than 60% of cases[1,2]. The clinical presentation of diverticular 
hemorrhage is usually hematochezia without fever or abdominal pain[3], and the diagnosis can be made 
with computed tomography (CT) findings, but colonoscopy is recommended for a definitive diagnosis
[4,5].

Although various studies, including randomized controlled trials (RCTs)[6-9], have shown that 
current guidelines recommend colonoscopy within 24 h for ALGIB[2,4,5], no clear evidence has been 
established for CDH alone. The percentage of spontaneous hemostasis for CDH was as high as 60%-90%
[2,10-12], while the prevalence of rebleeding was reported to be as high as 13%-48%[13]. Even if the 
source of bleeding is identified by early colonoscopy, it is unclear whether early colonoscopy reduces 
hospital stay.

Emergency colonoscopy is often difficult to perform because of colon preparation and personnel 
availability for the procedure. The purpose of this study was to determine whether early colonoscopy 
for diverticular hemorrhage improves hospital stay.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
This was a single-center, retrospective cohort study.

Patient selection
We included patients who presented to Shonan Kamakura General Hospital with hematochezia and 
underwent colonoscopy with a diagnosis of diverticular hemorrhage over a 5-year period from January 
2017 to December 2021. Colonic diverticular hemorrhage was defined as 1) When the stigmata of recent 
hemorrhage (SRH) were found in the diverticulum[14] (Figures 1 and 2) When the colonoscopic 
findings ruled out diseases other than CDH.

Exposure
Patients were divided into early and elective groups. The early group was defined as patients who 
underwent colonoscopy within 24 h of arrival and the elective group was defined as patients who 
underwent colonoscopy beyond 24 h of arrival.

https://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5190/full/v14/i12/759.htm
https://dx.doi.org/10.4253/wjge.v14.i12.759
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Figure 1 Image of Stigmata of recent hemorrhage. A: Active bleeding; B: Non-bleeding visible vessel.

Figure 2  Patient flow.

Exclusion criteria
Patients who underwent interventional radiology (IVR) or abdominal surgery prior to colonoscopy 
were excluded. Patients for which variables could not be obtained, such as time from visit to 
colonoscopy, were also excluded. Patients who presented without hemorrhagic shock but developed 
hemorrhagic shock during follow-up and were allocated to the early colonoscopy group were excluded 
because they were allocated to the early colonoscopy group due to deterioration of their condition, 
which may have disadvantaged the early group.

Variables and outcomes
Variables included age, sex, body mass index, smoking history, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group 
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performance status (PS) over 3[15], comorbidities (hypertension, diabetes mellites, coronary artery 
disease, chronic kidney disease, hemodialysis), and the use of medications (antithrombotics and non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, shock vitality at presentation, contrast CT findings, and blood 
sampling data (hemoglobin under 10 g/dL and platelet under 10000 /μL). Body mass index was 
categorized as underweight (< 18.5), normal weight (18.5-24.9), overweight (25-29.9), and obese (≥ 30). 
Smoking history was categorized as current, past, never, or no information. PS was determined by the 
condition of the patient at the time of the visit. Comorbidities were ascertained from the patient's 
medical history and medications at the time of presentation, and creatinine over 1.5 mg/dL was defined 
as chronic kidney disease. Antithrombotics use was defined as the prescription of aspirin, thi-
enopyridine, warfarin, and direct oral anticoagulants. Shock vitality was defined as a shock index over 1 
at presentation[16]. Contrast CT findings were classified as: (1) With an extravascular leak; (2) without 
an extravascular leak; or (3) without contrast CT, according to the contrast CT taken at the time of 
presentation. Extravascular leakage was defined as leakage of contrast medium into the colon at least in 
the delayed phase.

The primary outcome was the length of hospital stay. Secondary outcomes included the identification 
percentage of SRH[14], rebleeding, red blood cell transfusion more than 4 units, and the IVR and 
abdominal surgery after colonoscopy. IVR and abdominal surgery were defined as those performed to 
control diverticular bleeding or to control colonoscopy-related complications. The observation period 
for the outcome was during hospitalization.

Statistical analysis
We performed a propensity score matching analysis between the early and elective groups. This method 
can minimize the effect of selection bias and imbalances in patient backgrounds between the groups
[17]. We estimated propensity scores with a logistic regression using early colonoscopy as a dependent 
variable and all covariates as independent variables. A one-to-one propensity score matching was 
performed utilizing the nearest neighbor method without replacement. The caliper width was set at 20% 
of the standard deviation of the propensity scores on the logit scale. Balances in baseline variables using 
standardized mean differences were also examined and values of < 0.1 were considered balanced[17].

In addition, two analyses were performed as sensitivity analyses. First, we performed an analysis in 
which the time to exposure was changed. The group with a time from visit to a colonoscopy of fewer 
than 12 h was defined as the early group (< 12 h), and the group with a time of 12 h or more was 
defined as the elective group (≥ 12 h). Propensity score matching was used for analysis in the same 
approach as in the main analysis. Second, we performed a multivariate analysis using the same 
covariates. We performed multivariable linear regression analyses for the length of hospital stay and 
performed multivariable logistic regression analyses for the identification of SRH, rebleeding, red blood 
cell transfusions more than 4 units, and IVR and abdominal surgery after colonoscopy.

Continuous variables are reported using medians and interquartile ranges, and categorical variables 
are reported using numbers and percentages. Continuous variables were compared using Mann-
Whitney U tests and categorical variables were compared using chi-square tests. The risk difference 
with 95% confidence intervals (CI) was calculated for binary outcomes. We also calculated odds ratios 
(ORs) and their 95%CIs in the multivariable analysis. The two-sided significance level for all tests was P 
< 0.05. All analyses were performed using EZR version 1.55[18], a package for R statistical software (
https://www.r-project.org/). More precisely, it is a modified version of R commander designed to add 
statistical functions frequently used in biostatistics.

Ethics
All procedures were performed in accordance with the ethical standards established in the 1964 
Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments. The study was reviewed and approved by the institu-
tional review board of the Future Medical Research Center Ethical Committee (IRB No. TGE01304-024). 
Due to the observational study based on medical records without using samples taken from the human 
body, informed consent was obtained from all participants through the opt-out method on our hospital 
website.

RESULTS
During the study period, 573 CDH cases were identified. After applying the defined exclusion criteria, 
557 cases were included in the present study. The patients were divided into the early (n = 328) and 
elective (n = 226) groups. One-to-one propensity score matching created 191 pairs of patients (Figure 2).

Baseline characteristics of eligible patients before and after propensity score matching are provided in 
Table 1. Before propensity score matching, sex, smoking history, shock vitals at presentation, and 
contrast CT findings were unbalanced, especially contrast CT findings were highly unbalanced. After 
propensity score matching, the baseline characteristics of both groups were nearly balanced.

https://www.r-project.org/
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Table 1 Patient background before and after propensity score matching

Before propensity score matching After propensity score matching

Early group (< 24 
h)

Elective group (≥ 24 
h) SMD Early group (< 24 

h)
Elective group (≥ 24 
h) SMD

Variables n = 328 n = 226 n = 191 n = 191

Age, yr, median (IQR) 79.0 (71.0–84.0) 79.0 (72.3–84.0) 0.047 78.0 (70.0–84.0) 79.0 (71.5–84.0) 0.057

Male, n (%) 220 (67.1) 135 (59.7) 0.153 132 (69.1) 126 (66.0) 0.067

Body mass index, n (%) 0.087 0.094

< 18.5 46 (14.0) 18 (8.0) 15 (7.9) 18 (9.4) 

18.5-24.9 210 (64.0) 153 (67.7) 124 (64.9) 128 (67.0) 

25-29.9 76 (23.2) 76 (23.2) 45 (23.6) 39 (20.4) 

≥ 30 12 (3.7) 9 (4.0) 3 (1.6) 4 (2.1) 

Smoking 0.162 0.075

Current, n (%) 45 (13.7) 25 (11.1) 23 (12.0) 24 (12.6) 

Past, n (%) 104 (31.7) 64 (28.3) 64 (33.5) 58 (30.4) 

Never, n (%) 169 (51.5) 133 (58.8) 101 (52.9) 105 (55.0) 

No information, n (%) 10 (3.0) 4 (1.8) 3 (1.6) 4 (2.1) 

Performance status ≥ 3, n (%) 34 (10.4) 20 (8.8) 0.051 15 (7.9) 20 (10.5) 0.091

Comorbidities

Hypertension, n (%) 210 (64.0) 152 (67.3) 0.051 124 (64.9) 122 (63.9) 0.022

Diabetes mellitus, n (%) 67 (20.4) 51 (22.6) 0.052 41 (21.5) 37 (19.4) 0.052

Coronary artery disease, n (%) 92 (28.0) 67 (29.6) 0.035 63 (33.0) 57 (29.8) 0.068

Chronic kidney disease, n (%) 33 (10.1) 28 (12.4) 0.074 22 (11.5) 25 (13.1) 0.048

Hemodialysis, n (%) 2 (0.6) 5 (2.2) 0.136 2 (1.0) 4 (2.1) 0.084

Medication

Antithrombotics, n (%) 123 (37.5) 80 (35.4) 0.044 79 (41.4) 68 (35.6) 0.119

NSAIDs, n (%) 14 (4.3) 14 (6.2) 0.087 8 (4.2) 9 (4.7) 0.025

Shock vitality at presentation, n (%) 28 (8.5) 12 (5.3) 0.127 9 (4.7) 12 (6.3) 0.069

Contrast CT findings 0.811 0.027

With an extravascular leak, n (%) 129 (39.3) 17 (7.5) 17 (8.9) 17 (8.9) 

Without an extravascular leak, n 
(%)

159 (48.5) 170 (75.2) 138 (72.3) 140 (73.3) 

Without contrast CT, n (%) 40 (12.2) 39 (17.3) 36 (18.8) 34 (17.8) 

Blood sampling data

Hemoglobin < 10 g/dL, n (%) 84 (25.6) 61 (27.0) 0.031 54 (28.3) 51 (26.7) 0.035

Platelet < 10000 /μL, n (%) 4 (1.2) 3 (1.3) 0.01 2 (1.0) 2 (1.0) < 
0.001

CT: Computed tomography; SMD: Standardized mean difference; IQR: interquartile range; NSAIDs: Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs.

Table 2 shows outcomes after propensity score matching. Length of hospital stay did not significantly 
differ between the two groups (early group vs elective group; median, 7 vs 8 d; P = 0.10). Among the 
secondary outcomes, the identification percentage of SRH was significantly higher in the early group 
(32.5% in the early group vs 20.9% in the elective group; risk difference, 11.6%; 95%CI: 2.7 to 20.3; P = 
0.02). The rebleeding (28.8% vs 24.1%, respectively; risk difference, 4.7%; 95%CI: -4.1 to 13.5; P = 0.35), 
red blood cell transfusions more than 4 units (29.3% vs 27.7%, respectively; risk difference, 1.6%; 95%CI: 
-7.5 to 10.6; P = 0.82), and IVR and abdominal surgery after colonoscopy (2.1% vs 1.6%, respectively; risk 
difference, 0.5%; 95%CI: -2.2 to 3.2; P = 1.00) were not significantly different between the two groups. 
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Table 2 Outcomes of the main analysis

Outcomes Early group (< 24 h) Elective group (≥ 24 h) Difference (95%CI) P value

Primary outcome

Length of hospital stay, days, median (IQR) 7 (7–9) 8 (7– 9.5) 0.10

Secondary outcomes

Identification of stigmata of recent hemorrhage (%) 32.5 (62/191) 20.9 (40/191) 11.6 (2.7 to 20.3) 0.02

Rebleeding (%) 28.8 (55/191) 24.1 (46/191) 4.7 (-4.1 to 13.5) 0.35

Red blood cell transfusion ≥ 4 units (%) 29.3 (56/191) 27.7 (53/191) 1.6 (-7.5 to 10.6) 0.82

Interventional radiology and abdominal surgery (%) 2.1 (4/191) 1.6 (3/191) 0.5 (-2.2 to 3.2) 1.00

CI: Confidence interval; IQR: Interquartile range.

The results of the sensitivity analysis adopted 12 h as the exposure time, which was similar to those of 
the main analysis, however, the identification of SRH was different from that of the main analysis, and 
the superiority of early colonoscopy could not be demonstrated (Table 3). Sensitivity analyses with 
multivariate analysis showed similar results to the main analysis (Table 4).

DISCUSSION
The results of this study showed no significant difference in the length of hospital stay between early 
colonoscopy within 24 h and elective colonoscopy. Sensitivity analyses also showed similar results, 
indicating the robustness of the results. In contrast, the identification percentage of SRH, although a 
sensitivity analysis adopting an exposure time of 12 h did not show any advantage, was significantly 
higher in the early group. However, early colonoscopy did not indicate significant differences in 
rebleeding, red blood cell transfusion more than 4 units, and IVR and abdominal surgery after 
colonoscopy.

The randomized control trial (RCT) investigating the benefit of early colonoscopy, which currently 
has the most robust evidence, is a multicenter study published in 2020[9]. In this RCT, they found an 
increased identification percentage of SRH in the early group, but no significant difference in the 
rebleeding or length of hospital stay. Similar to our study, they were unable to demonstrate the benefit 
of early colonoscopy within 24 h. Although we did not recognize any RCTs that investigated the 
usefulness of early colonoscopy for CDH because definitive diagnosis is difficult to make before 
colonoscopy, we did recognize a large, receipt-based observational study in the United States (n = 
20,100)[19]. In this United States study, early colonoscopy within 24 h also increased rebleeding and 
readmission. Some of the results indicated a disadvantage of early colonoscopy. There may be several 
reasons for this result. In case of the receipt database study: (1) It was difficult to obtain important 
information such as imaging information; (2) It did not ensure accurate diagnosis; and (3) It was difficult 
to obtain information on an hourly scale. In the present study: (1) Although various confounding factors 
can be compensated for with surrogate markers, confounding factors such as extravascular leakage 
findings on contrast CT could not be adequately addressed, which was important in this study; and (2) 
The accuracy of the diagnosis itself is likely to be unclear for diseases for which validation studies are 
insufficient. In such cases, the diagnosis may be incorrect if factors other than ICD-10 codes are not used 
appropriately. The Receipt Database Study can provide data on a daily scale, but it is difficult to provide 
data on an hourly scale. If the procedure was performed on the same day of admission, the range would 
be from 0 to 47 h, depending on the time at which the patient was admitted to the hospital. Few studies 
have evaluated the appropriate colonoscopy time for CDH. Although the present study was an observa-
tional study conducted at a single institution, the covariates were appropriately selected and adjusted, 
and robustness was demonstrated in the sensitivity analysis.

A possible reason for a prolonged length of hospital stay despite the identification of the source of 
bleeding in our study is the high rebleeding. Table 5 shows the hemostatic methods used in endoscopic 
hemostasis at the time of the main analysis of this study. In this study, the most common method of 
hemostasis in both the early and elective groups was the zipper clipping method. As shown in Table 6, 
the rebleeding of the zipper clipping method was considerably higher than that of other hemostatic 
techniques. In contrast, the direct clipping method and endoscopic band ligation (EBL) method have a 
significantly lower rebleeding (direct clipping method vs zippier clipping method vs EBL method; 9.3% 
vs 45.1% vs 10.3%). Especially for the EBL method, its low rebleeding and safety have been reported in 
recent years[20-24]. The general adoption of these hemostatic methods could improve rebleeding and 
shorten hospital stays. The number of EBL method cases in this study was inadequate because we 
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Table 3 Results of sensitivity analysis for a colonoscopy exposure time of 12 h

Outcomes Early group (< 12 h) Elective group (≥ 12 h) Difference (95%CI) P value

Primary outcome

Length of hospital stay, median (IQR) 7 (6–9) 8 (7– 9) 0.09

Secondary outcomes

Identification of stigmata of recent hemorrhage (%) 40.8 (51/125) 33.6 (42/125) 7.2 (-4.7 to 19.1) 0.30

Rebleeding (%) 37.6 (47/125) 25.6 (32/125) 12.0 (0.6 to 23.4) 0.06

Red blood cell transfusion ≥ 4 units (%) 30.4 (38/125) 28.8 (36/125) 1.6 (-9.7 to 12.9) 0.89

Interventional radiology and abdominal surgery (%) 2.4 (3/125) 3.2 (4/125) -0.8 (-4.9 to 3.3) 0.74

CI: Confidence interval; IQR: Interquartile range.

Table 4 Results of sensitivity analysis using multivariate analysis

Primary outcome Coefficient (95%CI) P value

Length of hospital stay 0.08 (-0.71 to 0.87) 0.84

Secondary outcomes Odds ratio (95%CI) P value

Identification of stigmata of recent hemorrhage 1.76 (1.14–2.70) 0.01

Rebleeding 1.21 (0.78–1.86) 0.39

Red blood cell transfusion ≥ 4 units 0.91 (0.55–1.50) 0.71

Interventional radiology and abdominal surgery 0.93 (0.23–3.78) 0.92

CI: Confidence interval.

Table 5 Different hemostatic methods in the main analysis

Hemostatic method Early group (< 24 h) Elective group (≥ 24 h) P value

Direct clipping method, n (%) 17/60 (28.3) 9/40 (22.5) 0.794

Zipper clipping, method, n (%) 30/60 (50.0) 21/40 (52.5)

Endoscopic band ligation method, n (%) 13/60 (21.7) 10/40 (25.0)

Table 6 Rebleeding rates by hemostatic methods, n (%)

Hemostatic method Direct clipping method (n = 43) Zipper clipping method (n = 82) Endoscopic band ligation method (n = 47)

Rebleeding 4 (9.3) 37 (45.1) 5 (10.6) 

adopted the EBL method in 2020. Further studies will be conducted in the future.

Limits of the study
There are several limitations associated with our study that should be noted. First, this is a single-center 
study, and generalizability to outside institutions is insufficient. Second, the localization of diverticula 
and the frequency of CDH are different among racial groups. It is unclear whether the Asian data can be 
applied to other races[25-28]. Third, the benefits of colonoscopy for CDH are not only potential in terms 
of reduced hospital stay associated with the colonoscopic hemostasis, but also an important factor in 
confirming the diagnosis. It should be noted that this study did not consider the benefits of the 
diagnostic factor.

Finally, this study focused on the time period from hospital visit to colonoscopy, not from the onset of 
hematochezia to colonoscopy. Therefore, the time period from the onset of hematochezia to colonoscopy 
may have differed from the actual time.
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, our study showed that early colonoscopy within 24 h did not improve the length of 
hospital stay for CDH. Early colonoscopy may not be necessary for all cases of CDH.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Appropriate timing of colonoscopy for colonic diverticular hemorrhage is not well evidenced.

Research motivation
The motivation for this study is to investigate whether within 24 h is an appropriate timing for 
colonoscopy for colonic diverticular hemorrhage.

Research objectives
We aimed to compare the length of hospital stay for colonoscopy for colonic diverticular hemorrhage by 
dividing patients into two groups: early groups (within 24 h) and elective colonoscopy (after 24 h).

Research methods
A single-center retrospective study over 5 years compared the two groups using propensity score 
matching.

Research results
Early colonoscopy within 24 h did not significantly improve hospital stay.

Research conclusions
Early colonoscopy within 24 h for colonic diverticular hemorrhage may not improve length of hospital 
stay.

Research perspectives
Further research is needed to determine which patients really need early colonoscopy.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Although single-port laparoscopic cholecystectomy has been performed for over 
25 years, it is still not popular. The narrow working space used in this surgery 
limits the movement of instruments and causes ergonomic challenges. Robotic 
surgery not only resolves the ergonomic challenges of single-port laparoscopic 
surgery but is also considered a good option with its additional technical ad-
vantages, like a three-dimensional display and not being affected by tremors. 
However, the extent to which these technical and ergonomic advantages pos-
itively affect the surgical outcomes and how safe the single-port robotic surgeries 
need to be assessed for each particular surgery.

AIM 
To evaluate the feasibility and safety of single-port robotic cholecystectomy for 
patients with cholelithiasis.

METHODS 
The electronic records of the first 40 consecutive patients with gallbladder lithiasis 
who underwent single-port robotic cholecystectomy from 2013 to 2021 were 
analyzed retrospectively. In addition to the demographic characteristics of the 
patients, we analyzed American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) scores and 
body mass index. The presence of an accompanying umbilical hernia was also 
noted. The amount of blood loss during the operation, the necessity to place a 
drain in the subhepatic area, and the need to use grafts during the closure of the 
fascia of the port site were determined. Hospital stay, readmission rates, periop-
erative and postoperative complications, the Clavien-Dindo complication scores 
and postoperative analgesia requirements were also evaluated.

RESULTS 
The mean age of the 40 patients included in the study was 49.5 ± 11.6 years, and 
26 were female (65.0%). The umbilical hernia was present in 24 (60.0%) patients, 

https://www.f6publishing.com
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with a body mass index median of 29.3 kg/m2 and a mean of 29.7 ± 5.2 kg/m2. Fifteen (37.5%) of 
the patients were evaluated as ASA I, 18 (45.0%) as ASA II, and 7 (17.5%) as ASA III. The mean 
bleeding amount during the operation was 58.4 ± 55.8 mL, and drain placement was required in 12 
patients (30.0%). After port removal, graft reinforcement during fascia closure was preferred in 14 
patients (35.0%). The median operation time was 93.5 min and the mean was 101.2 ± 27.0 min. The 
mean hospital stay was 1.4 ± 0.6 d, and 1 patient was readmitted to the hospital due to pain (2.5%). 
Clavien-Dindo I complications were seen in 14 patients (35.0%), and five (12.5%) complications 
were wound site problems.

CONCLUSION 
In addition to the technological and ergonomic advantages robotic surgery provides surgeons, our 
study strongly supports that single-port robotic cholecystectomy is a feasible and safe option for 
treating patients with gallstones.

Key Words: Cholecystectomy; Laparoscopic cholecystectomy; Robotic surgery; Single-port surgery; Single-
port laparoscopic cholecystectomy; Single-port robotic cholecystectomy

©The Author(s) 2022. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core Tip: We retrospectively analyzed 40 consecutive patients with cholelithiasis who underwent single-
port robotic cholecystectomy from 2013 to 2021. We believe that the learning curve for single-port robotic 
cholecystectomy surgery is not long, and after a particular experience, the operation times are significantly 
shortened. Our data suggest that it is a safe surgery with acceptable intraoperative blood loss, no 
conversion, and no bile duct injury or postoperative bile leak. Our data also support more liberal graft use 
during the fascia closure. Single-port robotic cholecystectomy is a feasible and safe option that should be 
considered when treating patients with gallstones.

Citation: Rasa HK, Erdemir A. Our initial single port robotic cholecystectomy experience: A feasible and safe 
option for benign gallbladder diseases. World J Gastrointest Endosc 2022; 14(12): 769-776
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5190/full/v14/i12/769.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.4253/wjge.v14.i12.769

INTRODUCTION
The first successful laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) was performed in 1985 and quickly became the 
preferred method for all benign gallbladder diseases. The laparoscopic approach was also favored for 
different surgeries and initiated the evolution of “single-port” and “robotic” surgeries. Single-port 
laparoscopic cholecystectomy (SPLC) was first introduced in 1995[1] and was shown to be a reasonable 
option for various surgeries like appendectomy[2] and colectomy[3].

The narrow working space in SPLC limits the movement of instruments and causes ergonomic 
challenges like crowding and collision between instruments. These technical difficulties have prevented 
SPLC from becoming the gold standard approach[4]. Robotic surgery gained popularity after 2010 and 
resolved the ergonomic challenges of single-port surgeries. Its additional technical advantages, like a 
three-dimensional display and not being affected by tremors, enable robotic surgery to be a good option 
for surgeries with single-port use. On the other hand, the extent to which these technical and ergonomic 
advantages positively affect surgical outcomes and how safe robotic surgeries are performed with a 
single port still need to be assessed.

To evaluate the feasibility and safety of single-port robotic cholecystectomy (SPRC) surgery, we 
analyzed the results of our first 40 consecutive SPRC operations for cholelithiasis from 2013 to 2021.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The electronic patient records of the first 40 consecutive patients who underwent SPRC using the “da 
Vinci SI” platform (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA, United States) in our hospital between 2013 and 
2021 were reviewed retrospectively. The indication for surgery in all patients was gallbladder lithiasis. 
No distinction was made between patients with or without symptoms, and patients with acute 
cholecystitis or suspected malignancy were not included in the group.

https://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5190/full/v14/i12/769.htm
https://dx.doi.org/10.4253/wjge.v14.i12.769
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Gel port or SILS port was used in surgeries. The port was placed through an open technique, and a 3 
cm incision was made from the umbilicus. After port placement, the patient was placed in a partial 
reverse Trendelenburg and right tilt position. The port was positioned with the camera trocar at the 
bottom and the working trocars at the top. After the camera trocar was inserted, the docking was done. 
Monopolar scissors and bipolar fenestrated forceps were placed in the study arms. A technique similar 
to LC was used in the surgeries. To reduce the risk of bile duct injuries and to avoid complications due 
to anatomical alterations, we used the "Critical View of Safety" technique introduced by Strasberg in all 
our SPRC surgeries[5]. Admittedly, the view achieved by SPRC is usually better than that of lap-
aroscopy.

Similar care with laparoscopic surgeries in the postoperative period was applied. Patients were 
allowed to take fluids in the 2nd hour, mobilized at the 6th hour, and discharged within 1 d to 3 d post-
surgery.

In addition to the demographic characteristics of the patients, we analyzed American Society of 
Anesthesiologists (ASA) scores and body mass indexes. The presence of an accompanying umbilical 
hernia was also noted. The amount of blood loss during the operation, the necessity to place a drain in 
the subhepatic area and the need to use grafts during the closure of the fascia of the port site were 
determined. Hospital stay, readmission rates, perioperative and postoperative complications, the 
Clavien-Dindo complication scores, and postoperative analgesia requirements were also evaluated.

Ertan Koç reviewed the calculations and statistical methods of this study.

RESULTS
The mean age of the 40 patients included in the study was 49.5 ± 11.6 years, and 26 patients were female 
(65.0%). The umbilical hernia was present in 24 (60.0%) patients with a body mass index median of 29.3 
kg/m2 and mean of 29.7 ± 5.2 kg/m2. Fifteen (37.5%) of the patients were evaluated as ASA I, 18 (45.0%) 
as ASA II, and 7 (17.5%) as ASA III. The mean blood loss during the operation was 58.4 ± 55.8 mL, and 
drain placement was required in 12 patients (30.0%). After port removal, graft reinforcement for fascia 
closure was preferred in 14 patients (35.0%). We used a prolene graft for fascia closure reinforcement. 
After the fascial defect was primarily closed, a properly sized prolene graft was placed as an on-lay, and 
the graft was fixed with interrupted non-absorbable sutures.

The median operative time was 93.5 min and the mean time was 101.2 ± 27.0 min. The mean hospital 
stay was 1.4 ± 0.6 d, and 1 patient was readmitted to the hospital due to pain (2.5%). Clavien-Dindo I 
complications were seen in 14 patients (35.0%), and five complications (12.5%) were wound site 
problems (Table 1).

We also evaluated our 40 consecutive multi-port laparoscopic cholecystectomies performed in the last 
6 mo to guide us in evaluating the results of our study. The average age of the patient in this group was 
45.5. Fifteen of the patients were female and twenty-five were male. The mean BMI was 28.7 kg/m2. For 
ASA scores, 14 patients were ASA 1, 23 were ASA 2, and 3 were ASA 3. One patient had an umbilical 
hernia. Thirteen patients were operated on for acute cholecystitis. Perioperative bleeding was minimal 
and drains were used in 4 patients; no grafts were used in any of the patients. The mean operative time 
was 54 min, and the average length of stay in the hospital was 1 d. A single dose of paracetamol was 
used as an analgesic postoperatively in 23 of the patients. Complications at the level of Clavien-Dindo 1 
(2 of diarrhea, 1 of pain) developed in 3 patients postoperatively, but no patient required re-hospital-
ization (Table 2).

DISCUSSION
A systematic review published in 2021 evaluating the intraoperative and postoperative results of robotic 
cholecystectomy showed that the operating room time for robotic cholecystectomy is longer than its 
laparoscopic equivalent[6]. When the studies included in this review were evaluated, it was shown that 
the most critical factor that extended the operation time was the learning curve. While the time 
difference between the robotic and laparoscopic surgeries was more distinct in the studies before 2010, it 
was seen that there was less or no difference in the studies published in the following years. SPRC 
surgeries in our study lasted 60 to 207 min, with a median time of 93.5 min and an average of 101.2 ± 27 
min. When we reviewed our data, we saw a similar trend in our study; the surgeries performed at the 
beginning of our learning curve took longer, and the operating times shortened over time. The increase 
in the operating room team’s experience in preparing the robotic arrangement and the rapid 
replacement of hand tools shortened the surgery and operation times.

Perhaps the most significant limitation of our study was that the number of included surgeries was 
only 40. With this total number, it was impossible to perform subgroup analyses such as early and late 
periods, in which statistically significant differences could be revealed. On the other hand, our 
observation was similar to the results of a systematic review published in 2018 by Migliore et al[7] that 
showed the learning curve for SPRC surgery to not be long. After a particular experience, the operation 
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Table 1 Demographic and perioperative data of the patients

Characteristic Parameter

Age, yr Min-Max: 26-73 Median: 48 mean ± SD: 49.5 ± 11.6

BMI, kg/m2 Min-Max: 20.2–40.9 Median: 29.3 mean ± SD: 29.7 ± 5.2

Operation time, min Min-Max: 60-207 Median: 93.5 mean ± SD: 101.2 ± 27.0

Amount of bleeding, mL Min-Max: 15-250 Median: 50 mean ± SD: 58.4 ± 55.8

Length of hospital stay, d Min-Max: 1-3 Median: 1 mean ± SD: 1.4 ± 0.6

Female 26 65Sex

Male 14 35

I 15 37.5

II 18 45

ASA score

III 7 17.5

Present 24 60Umbilical hernia

Absent 16 40

Present 12 30Drain

Absent 28 70

Present 14 35Graft

Absent 26 65

Present 14 35Postoperative complication

Absent 26 65

Present 1 2.5Readmission

Absent 39 97.5

Parameter data are presented as n and %, unless otherwise indicated. ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists; BMI: Body mass index; SD: Standard 
deviation.

times were shortened significantly.
The same systematic review analyzed the conversion rates of SPRC surgeries. According to the results 

of the 13 studies included in the review, it was found that this rate was 4.2%, of which 2.2% were 
converted to multi-port laparoscopic surgery and 2% to open surgery[7]. We had no conversion among 
the 40 operations, probably due to our inclusion criteria. We did not prefer SPRC operations for patients 
with acute cholecystitis and its complications, such as perforation, or patients with malignant 
pathologies.

As a result of increasing experience and developing technological possibilities, the risk of complic-
ations in operations performed for benign gallbladder diseases has decreased significantly. Problems 
such as bile duct injuries and postoperative bile leaks decreased to 0.1%-0.3%. In our study, there were 
no patients with intraoperative bile duct injury or postoperative bile leakage. These data were again 
attributed to our patient selection criteria and our limited number of surgeries. We anticipate that this 
technique will also become one of our options in non-elective gallbladder surgeries and malignant 
diseases soon. We plan to evaluate whether SPRC surgeries performed for these more complicated 
aetiologies will affect our complication rates.

The mean perioperative blood loss in our SPRC surgeries was 58 mL. This loss was similar to the 
blood loss in other cholecystectomy operations where we use different techniques like LC or SPLC and 
is also comparable with literature data. Our “learning curve” discussion about the operation time may 
also be valid for our generous drain preference in this cohort (12 surgeries – 30.0%), and we hypothesize 
that we will have a decreasing trend in the coming years.

An umbilical hernia was present in 24 patients (60.0%). This rate is higher than expected, likely due to 
the addition of patients with fascia defects detected by ultrasonography to patients with clinically 
significant hernia. At the end of the surgery, graft reinforcement was preferred in 14 patients (35.0%) 
during the closure of the port site. In the follow-up, an incisional hernia was observed in 1 patient (2.5%) 
in whom we did not use a graft. A meta-analysis by Jensen et al[8] showed that the risk of incisional 
hernia development in patients who underwent robotic cholecystectomy ranged from 0% to 16.7%. We 
also know that prophylactic graft use in the laparoscopic method reduces the risk of incisional hernia 
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Table 2 Demographic and perioperative data of our last 40 consecutive laparoscopic cholecystectomy patients

Feature Value

Average age, yr 45.5

BMI, kg/m2 28.7

Operation time, min 54

Amount of bleeding, mL 10

Length of hospital stay, d 1

Female 15Sex

Male 25

I 14

II 23

ASA score

III 3

Absent 39Umbilical hernia

Present 1

Absent 36Drain

Present 4

Absent 40Graft

Present 0

Absent 37Postoperative complication

Present 3

Absent 40Readmission

Present 0

ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists; BMI: Body mass index.

development[9]. Our study had only 1 patient with an incisional hernia, and we did not use a graft for 
that patient. All those facts support more liberal graft use during the fascia closure. Graft reinforcement 
should be considered more frequently, especially in patients with a body mass index > 30 kg/m2, over 
65 years of age, who are diabetic, and who have a chronic obstructive pulmonary disease with impaired 
wound healing and a high risk of incisional hernia.

It is known that wound site problems are more significant in laparoscopic and robotic chol-
ecystectomy operations performed via a single port when compared with multiple ports[10,11]. While 
the general wound site problems reported for SPRC surgeries accounted for 5%, it was found that this 
problem was seen in 5 patients (12.5%) in our study. The difference between the literature and the 
results of our study may be due to the definition of ‘wound problem’. While in most series only patients 
with surgical site infection and significant seroma were included in this group, we added patients with 
surgical site dehiscence and incision healing problems to the list.

LC operations performed using a single port have better cosmetic results than LC operations 
performed using multiple ports and provide higher patient satisfaction[10,11]. However, in robotic 
surgery, there is no study evaluating the impact of the port number on cosmetic results and patient 
satisfaction. The general belief is that patients are happier with a single incision, and our observations 
support this data.

There is no robust data that support that any of the surgical options for cholecystectomy have an 
impact on postoperative pain. A systematic review published in 2021 analyzed 15 studies for 
postoperative pain. It was concluded that it is impossible to say whether there is a difference between 
patients who underwent robotic surgery or LC due to different study methodologies and pain 
assessment methods[6]. In a recently published study, it was found that the pain scores of patients who 
underwent SPRC were lower than the scores of patients who underwent LC via a single port[12]. It was 
observed that the pain scores of the patients included in our study were low, and pain control could be 
achieved effectively using single (paracetamol) or dual (paracetamol and nonsteroidal anti-inflam-
matory) painkillers. In 1 patient included in the study, post-discharge pain scores remained high, and he 
was re-hospitalized to maintain pain control.
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Sun et al[13] published a systematic review and meta-analysis in 2018, which compared SPRC and 
multi-port laparoscopic cholecystectomy surgeries. They concluded that the risk of incisional hernia and 
the high cost of the procedure should be considered when performing SPRC. However, their main 
conclusion was that, so far, the advantages and disadvantages of SPRC still have not been studied 
extensively and we need more high-quality studies and data to be able to comment on robot-assisted 
cholecystectomy operations. Indeed, there is also a lack of concrete evidence from comparisons of the 
advantages and disadvantages of the single-port vs multi-port robotic cholecystectomy operations, with 
the exceptions of features related to ergonomics and technical components. More high-quality studies 
are also needed for applicability in more complex gallbladder diseases.

Another limitation of our study was the inability to evaluate whether SPRC increased the cost of 
treating benign gallbladder diseases. The cost of the operations showed a significant difference during 
the study period (2013-2021) due to a number of reasons. According to current calculations, the mean 
cost for SPRC is $6659 and for multi-port laparoscopic cholecystectomy is $2439.

CONCLUSION
The findings from this study, which we performed on 40 consecutive patients, strongly support the 
view that SPRC is a feasible and safe surgery. Considering the technological and ergonomic advantages 
it provides to the surgeon, SPRC seems to be an excellent option that should be considered for all benign 
gallbladder pathologies. It would be appropriate to confirm this inference with randomized controlled 
studies with a large number of patients in the near future.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Single-port laparoscopic cholecystectomy has been performed for over 25 years but is not popular. The 
narrow working space in this surgery limits the movement of instruments and causes ergonomic 
challenges. Robotic surgery resolves the ergonomic challenges. However, the extent to which these 
technical and ergonomic advantages positively affect the surgical outcomes and the safety of the single-
port robotic surgeries need to be assessed.

Research motivation
Our first motivation for the study was to determine the feasibility and safety of single-port laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy. We also evaluated patient outcomes after robotic surgery.

Research objectives
Our main objective was to evaluate the safety of single-port laparoscopic cholecystectomy by 
determining intraoperative blood loss, conversion rate, and risk of bile duct injury or postoperative bile 
leak. We also determined the necessity of grafts during fascia closure.

Research methods
Our research methodology was retrospective electronic patient record evaluation.

Research results
We observed that the mean blood loss during the operation was 58.4 mL, and drain placement was 
required in 12 patients (30.0%). The median operative time was 93.5 min. We hypothesize that 
experience of the surgeon will have a positive effect on those numbers, and future studies will have 
better results. After port removal, graft reinforcement for fascia closure was preferred in 14 patients 
(35.0%). One patient was readmitted to the hospital due to pain (2.5%). Clavien-Dindo I complications 
were seen in 14 patients (35.0%), and 5 complications (12.5%) were wound site problems. These data 
support the safety of single-port robotic cholecystectomy.

Research conclusions
The findings of this study, which we performed on 40 consecutive patients, strongly supported the view 
that single-port robotic cholecystectomy is a feasible and safe surgery. Considering the technological 
and ergonomic advantages it provides to the surgeon, single-port robotic cholecystectomy seems an 
excellent option that should be considered for all benign gallbladder pathologies.

Research perspectives
It would be appropriate to confirm our results with randomized controlled studies to be conducted with 
more patients in the near future. Also, comparing single-port laparoscopic cholecystectomy and single-
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port robotic cholecystectomy will be helpful.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Anaesthetic care during upper gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy has the unique 
challenge of maintaining ventilation and oxygenation via a shared upper airway. 
Supplemental oxygen is recommended by international society guidelines, how-
ever, the optimal route or rate of oxygen delivery is not known. Various oxygen 
delivery devices have been investigated to improve oxygenation during upper GI 
endoscopy, however, these are limited by commercial availability, costs and in 
some cases, the expertise required for insertion. Anecdotally at our centre, higher 
flows of supplemental oxygen can safely be delivered via an oxygenating mou-
thguard routinely used during upper GI endoscopic procedures.

AIM 
To assess the incidence of hypoxaemia (SpO2 < 90%) in patients undergoing upper 
GI endoscopy receiving supplemental oxygen using an oxygenating mouthguard 
at 20 L/min flow compared to standard nasal cannula (SNC) at 2 L/min flow.

METHODS 
A single centre, prospective, randomised clinical trial at two sites of an Australian 
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tertiary hospital between October 2020 and September 2021 was conducted. Patients undergoing 
elective upper gastrointestinal endoscopy under deep sedation were randomised to receive 
supplemental oxygen via high-flow via oxygenating mouthguard (HFMG) at 20 L/min flow or 
SNC at 2 L/min flow. The primary outcome was the incidence of hypoxaemia of any duration 
measured by pulse oximetry. Intraprocedural-related, procedural-related, and sedation-related 
adverse events and patient-reported outcomes were also recorded.

RESULTS 
Three hundred patients were randomised. Eight patients were excluded after randomisation. 292 
patients were included in the intention-to-treat analysis. The incidence of hypoxaemia was 
significantly reduced in those allocated HFMG. Six patients (4.4%) allocated to HFMG experienced 
an episode of hypoxaemia, compared to thirty-four (22.1%) patients allocated to SNC (P value < 
0.001). No significant difference was observed in the rates of adverse events or patient-reported 
outcome measures.

CONCLUSION 
The use of HFMG offers a novel approach to reducing the incidence of hypoxaemia during short 
upper gastrointestinal endoscopic procedures in low-risk patients undergoing deep sedation.

Key Words: Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy; Supplementary oxygen; Hypoxaemia; Oxygenating 
mouthguard

©The Author(s) 2022. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core Tip: This randomised controlled trial compared the incidence of hypoxaemia in those receiving 
supplemental oxygen at 20 L/min via an oxygenating mouthguard to those receiving supplemental oxygen 
at 2 L/min via standard nasal cannula during upper gastrointestinal endoscopy performed under deep 
sedation. A statistically significant difference in the incidence of hypoxaemia was demonstrated. No 
significant difference was observed in rates of adverse events or patient-reported outcome measures. We 
conclude that the use of supplemental oxygen at 20 L/min via an oxygenating mouthguard offers a novel 
approach to reducing the incidence of hypoxaemia in patients undergoing upper gastrointestinal endoscopy 
under deep sedation.

Citation: Be KH, Zorron Cheng Tao Pu L, Pearce B, Lee M, Fletcher L, Cogan R, Peyton P, Vaughan R, 
Efthymiou M, Chandran S. High-flow oxygen via oxygenating mouthguard in short upper gastrointestinal 
endoscopy: A randomised controlled trial. World J Gastrointest Endosc 2022; 14(12): 777-788
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5190/full/v14/i12/777.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.4253/wjge.v14.i12.777

INTRODUCTION
Upper gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopic procedures are commonly performed under monitored 
anesthesia to facilitate endoscopic examination. Anaesthetic care during upper GI endoscopy has the 
unique challenges of balancing adequate patient sedation while maintaining sufficient ventilation and 
oxygenation via a shared upper airway[1]. In addition, anaesthetic agents routinely used during 
sedation for GI endoscopies, such as propofol, in combination with benzodiazepines and opioids can 
cause respiratory depression, predisposing patients to upper airway obstruction, hypoventilation, and 
hypoxaemia[2]. Therefore, supplementary oxygen during upper GI endoscopy under deep sedation is 
considered the standard practice to reduce the incidence and severity of hypoxaemia[3].

Although supplemental oxygen is a recommendation of various national and international societies, 
it is unclear what the optimal routes or rates of supplemental oxygen delivery are[4,5]. The incidence of 
hypoxaemia during upper GI endoscopy with deep sedation is common, and reported to occur in up to 
33% of procedures depending on the route and rate of supplemental oxygen used[6,7]. Although 
transient and mild episodes of hypoxaemia are likely inconsequential, prolonged or severe hypoxaemia 
is associated with tachycardia and myocardial ischemia[8,9]. Various oxygen delivery devices have been 
investigated to improve oxygenation during upper GI endoscopy. These include standard nasal cannula 
(SNC), high-flow nasal cannula (HFNC), modified bite blocks, modified face masks and other more 
invasive nasopharyngeal (such as Wei Nasal Jet tube) and oropharyngeal devices (such as a gastro-
laryngeal tube)[10-12]. The principles underlying these airway devices include the delivery of higher 
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fractionated oxygen (FiO2) with or without positive pressure ventilation[1].
Oxygen supplementation via SNC is the most common approach to oxygen delivery during upper 

gastrointestinal endoscopy[11]. However, its use is limited to flow rates of 6 L/min, as higher flow rates 
cause drying of the nasal passages and nasal mucosa irritation. The advent of HFNC has circumvented 
these limitations of SNC by passing supplementary oxygen through a humidifier. Flows of up 60 L/min 
can be achieved, which has added advantages of generating a positive end-expiratory pressure, and 
reducing physiological dead space, whilst delivering higher FiO2[7]. The routine use of HFNP is limited 
by its high costs and the required training and education to set up. Other airway devices described 
above are limited by the commercial availability, costs and expertise required for insertion[11].

At our centre, an oxygenating mouthguard (OxyguardTM; North Yorkshire, England) is routinely used 
for all upper GI endoscopy procedures to minimise dental injury and damage to the endoscope, whilst 
maintaining the mouth in an open position during the procedure. This mouthguard can be used to 
deliver supplementary oxygen by directing the flow of oxygen via a dedicated oxygen port into the oral 
and nasal cavities simultaneously (Figure 1A-D). It is held in place with a rubber strap wrapped around 
a patient’s head (Figure 1E). This product is commercially available throughout Australia, Europe, and 
South Africa at the time of writing. Though the benefit of using 3L/min supplementary oxygen via this 
mouthguard in alleviating hypoxaemia during gastroscopy has been demonstrated, compared to a 
standard plastic mouthguard using room air, there are no publications to date on the use of high flows 
of supplemental oxygen[13]. Anecdotally, our team found that higher flows of supplemental oxygen can 
be safely delivered via this mouthguard during upper GI endoscopic procedures. An impetus to further 
investigate the clinical efficacy of delivering higher flows of oxygen via this mouthguard was the recent 
publication by Lin et al[7] The use of HFNC at 60 L/min, when compared to a supplemental oxygen 
flow rate of 2 L/min in a low-risk population for sedation-related adverse events undergoing a short 
gastroscopy performed under propofol sedation, demonstrated a significant reduction in the incidence 
of hypoxia (defined as oxygen saturation (SpO2) < 90% and ≥ 75% for < 60 s) and severe hypoxia 
(defined as SpO2 < 75% for any duration, or SpO2 < 90% and ≥ 75% for ≥ 60 s) from 8.4% to 0% (P value < 
0.001) and from 0.6% to 0% (P value = 0.03), respectively[7].

In this article, we report a randomised controlled trial on the novel use of high-flow supplemental 
oxygen via an oxygenating mouthguard in low-risk patients of sedation-related adverse events under 
propofol sedation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This is a single-centre, prospective, randomised clinical trial conducted at two sites of an Australian 
tertiary health service, between October 2020 and September 2021. Local ethics committee approval (ND 
63130/2020) and registration at ANZCTR.org.au (ACTRN12620000930987) were attained before patient 
recruitment.

All patients referred for an endoscopy at our centre were considered during the study period. 
Inpatients scheduled a non-emergent upper GI endoscopy (gastroscopy, endoscopic retrograde cholan-
giopancreatography (ERCP), upper enteroscopy or upper endoscopic ultrasound (EUS), alone or in 
combination with another upper GI endoscopy) were offered the patient information and consent form 
(PICF) at least 12 h before their scheduled procedure. Non-emergent endoscopy was defined as a patient 
with vital signs within normal limits without evidence of upper GI bleeding or an active infection. 
Outpatients scheduled for upper GI endoscopies were sent the PICF via post or email. Patients 
scheduled for a combined lower GI tract endoscopy (such as colonoscopy, lower enteroscopy or lower 
endoscopic ultrasound) or scheduled for endoscopist administered sedation lists were excluded.

Patients scheduled for upper GI endoscopy were assessed for the following inclusion and exclusion 
criteria by an investigator at the time of their procedure. Inclusion criteria: (1) Age >18 years; (2) Ability 
to provide informed consent; and (3) An anticipated endoscopic procedure time of fewer than 20 min, as 
assessed by the accredited gastroenterologist or surgeon responsible for the case. Exclusion criteria: (1) 
America Society of Anesthesiologist[14] class greater than III; (2) Mallampati score[15] of greater than 3; 
(3) Body mass index > 35 kg/m2; (4) Supplementary oxygen dependence; (5) Pregnancy; (6) Deemed 
high-risk of a sedated-related adverse event by the duty anaesthetist; and (7) Anticipated requirement 
or plan for general anaesthesia involving airway instrumentation including a laryngeal mask or tracheal 
intubation.

Intervention
Enrolled participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups: high-flow via oxygenating 
mouthguard (HFMG) at 20 L/min or SNC (Softi Smoothflow®; Victoria, Australia) at 2 L/min flow. Of 
note, the design of this SNC allows oxygen delivery through one nasal prong and sampling of expired 
carbon dioxide from the other prong simultaneously.

Supplemental oxygen at 20 L/min was supplied from a high-flow oxygen rotameter and delivered via 
a dedicated oxygen port as depicted in Figure 1A-E. Patients allocated to the SNC received oxygen at a 
fixed rate of 2 L/min. Initial flow rates were maintained throughout the endoscopic examination unless 
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Figure 1 Standard OxyguardTM and its set-up. A: Front profile; B: Right-sided profile, C: Top profile; D: Rear profile; E: Standard OxyguardTM with rubber strap 
demonstrating its set up. The blue arrow describes the direction of oxygen flow into the mouthguard. The orange arrow describes the direction of oxygen flow out of 
the mouthguard.

a hypoxemic event occurred. At the discretion of the anesthetist, the rate or route of oxygen delivery 
could be changed.

The endoscopic procedure and anaesthetic care 
Proceduralists and anaesthesiologists were instructed to provide usual care except for the assigned 
initial oxygen delivery method and rate. Standard monitoring, including heart rate, blood pressure and 
SpO2 were measured and recorded. The use of capnography was at the discretion of the duty 
anaesthetist. All physiological measurements were recorded using the GE Datex-Ohmeda Aisys 
Anaesthesia Machine (General Electric, Boston, United States).

Gastroscopy, EUS and enteroscopy were performed in the left lateral position, unless performed 
together with an ERCP which were performed in the semi-prone position under intravenous sedation 
with propofol with or without benzodiazepine and/or opioids.

Data on participants’ symptoms post-procedure were collected using a Likert scale questionnaire 
(Supplementary Appendix III) before the patient’s discharge from the endoscopy unit. Incomplete 
patient-reported symptom forms were excluded.

Outcome measures
The primary outcome was the occurrence of hypoxaemia, defined as SpO2 < 90%, of any duration 
measured by pulse oximetry during the procedure[7,16,17].

Secondary outcomes included the lowest SpO2 measured by pulse oximetry during the procedure, the 
incidence of hypoxaemia defined as mild (SpO2 90%-94%), moderate (SpO2 89%-76%) and severe (SpO2 ≤ 
75%) of durations less than 1 minute, between 1 and 5 minutes and more than 5 min, procedure-related 
adverse events, sedation-related events, and patient-reported symptoms.

A clinically significant episode of hypoxaemia was defined as a need to change the flow or method of 
oxygen delivery that the patient was randomised to in response to an episode of hypoxaemia.

In addition, a posthoc analysis of the incidence of hypoxaemia defined as SpO2 < 85% was performed
[18].

Intraprocedural-related adverse events included a need to pause or stop the procedure due to an 
episode of oxygen desaturation or as directed by the duty anaesthetist. Procedure-related complications 
including bleeding requiring intervention, perforation, and post-procedure complications including 
pain, bleeding or sepsis necessitating a hospital admission or delayed discharge from the endoscopy 
unit were also recorded. Sedation-related adverse events included hypotension, bradycardia, 
tachycardia, seizure, cardiac arrest, nausea or vomiting, recovery agitation and delayed recovery whilst 
in the procedure room were noted.
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Patient-reported symptoms after the procedure included overall comfort, abdominal pain, abdominal 
bloating, nose, mouth or throat dryness or pain, and headache.

Endoscopy procedure time was routinely collected and defined as the time the endoscope entered 
and exited the oral orifice. When more than one upper GI endoscopy was performed, the endoscopy 
procedure time was defined as the time of the first endoscope entering the oral orifice and the last 
endoscope exiting. Anaesthetic time was defined as the duration of time during which intravenous 
propofol was administered.

Randomisation 
Allocation was pre-defined through an online research randomiser (https://www.randomizer.org). The 
allocation was placed into 300 sealed opaque envelopes by an independent person who was not a 
member of the research team. The envelopes were labelled from 1 to 300 and were consecutively 
opened. The envelopes were evenly split between the two sites and continued to be evenly distributed 
until the last patient was recruited.

Blinding
The clinical care team (e.g., anaesthetists, endoscopists, nurses) was advised of the patient’s random-
isation. Patients were not blinded to their allocation due to the obvious difference in the oxygen delivery 
devices.

Sample size calculation
Two-tailed 0.05 alpha error and power of 80% were used for the sample size calculation. A 10% loss 
after randomisation was also accounted for. We aimed to enrol 300 patients, based on an anticipated 
difference of 8.4% previously observed when comparing HFNC at 40-60 L/min and 2 L/min in upper 
GI endoscopy[7]. The incidence rates used were 9.4% and 1.0% in the control and interventional group, 
respectively.

Statistical analyses
SPSS was used for statistical analyses. Collected data were summarised as mean ± standard deviation 
(SD) or median (25th and 75th percentile) for continuous data, and as frequency and percentages for 
categorical data. For continuous data, the characteristics, and outcomes for the two groups were 
compared using Student's t-test or Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test based on the normality assumption. 
Categorical data were compared with Chi-square or Fisher's exact test as appropriate. A P value of < 
0.05 was considered significant. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS Version 28.0.1.1.

RESULTS
From October 2020 to September 2021, 300 patients were enrolled and randomised; 8 patients were 
excluded after randomisation. Five patients were excluded as the accredited anaesthesiologist deemed 
the patient not appropriate for the study (e.g., change in the anaesthetic plan after review by the 
accredited anaesthetist for intubation under general anaesthesia), one patient’s procedure was cancelled 
by the proceduralist as anti-coagulation was not ceased as planned, one patient’s procedure was 
abandoned due to the presence of food in the oesophagus and another patient was unable to wear the 
oxygenating mouthguard as their mouth opening was insufficient.

A total of 292 patients were included in our intention-to-treat analysis. Figure 2 flow chart describes 
the patient allocation.

In addition, ten patients did not receive their allocated rate and/or route of supplementary oxygen. 
Three of these patients allocated to HFMG did not receive 20 L/min as per protocol. Instead, two 
patients received 10 L/min, and one patient received 15 L/min via the mouthguard. Furthermore, seven 
patients were incorrectly allocated to the wrong group. Four patients allocated to HFMG received 2 
L/min via SNC, and three patients allocated to SNC received 20 L/min via mouthguard. A per-protocol 
analysis was performed to determine the impact of these discrepancies on the primary outcome. The 
three patients receiving 10 L/min and 15 L/min via mouthguard were excluded from the per-protocol 
analysis. The per-protocol analysis for the primary outcome is described below in the results.

The baseline characteristics of the two groups are described in Table 1.
Details of the anaesthetic care and endoscopy procedure are summarised in Tables 2 and 3, 

respectively. Of note, the weighted dose of propofol per hour of the two groups and the number of 
anaesthetic agents used were similar. In addition, the duration of sedation and upper GI endoscopies 
performed were comparable between the two groups. Most procedures (86.3%) were 20 minutes or 
shorter. A sub-group analysis of longer procedures for the primary outcome was performed and is 
described below. More than half (52.7%) of the upper GI endoscopies were diagnostic. The most 
common procedures were gastroscopies (69.2%) and ERCPs (22.6%).

https://www.randomizer.org)
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Table 1 Characteristics of the patient at baseline (n, %)

Characteristics SNC (n = 154) HFMG (n = 138)

Age (median, IQR) 64, 56 to 72 59, 48.5 to 69.5

Male 71, 46.1% 67, 48.6%

Weight, kg (mean, SD) 76.4, 13.6 76.1, 14.8

BMI, kg/m2 (mean, SD) 26.6, 4.1 26.4, 3.9

ASA classification, I/II/III 14/67/73, 9.1%/43.5%/47.4% 16/58/64, 11.6%/42.0%/46.4%

Mallampati class, I/II/III 54/70/30, 35.1%/45.4%/19.5% 48/70/20, 34.8%/50.7%/14.5%

Baseline oximetry, SpO2 (median, IQR) 97%, 95% to 99% 98%, 97% to 99%

Past medical history

Current smoking history 14, 9.1% 14, 10.1%

Obstructive sleep apnoea 8, 5.2% 6, 4.3%

Hypertension 69, 44.8% 46, 33.3%

Ischemic heart disease 19, 12.3% 9, 6.5%

Diabetes mellitus 34, 22.1% 33, 23.9%

Dyslipidemia 36, 23.4% 26, 18.8%

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 8, 5.2% 11, 8%

Asthma 9, 5.8% 11, 8%

Cirrhosis 25, 16.2% 34, 24.6%

Orthotopic liver transplantation 19, 12.3% 25, 18.1%

ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists; BMI: Body mass index; HFMG: High-flow via oxygenating mouthguard; IQR: Interquartile range; SpO2: 
Oxygen saturation; SD: Standard deviation; SNC: Standard nasal cannula.

Table 2 Anaesthetic care parameters (n, %)

Anaesthetic care SNC (n = 154) HFMG (n = 138) P value

Duration of sedation, min (median, IQR) 12, 6.9 to 17.1 12, 6.5 to 17.5 0.421

Propofol dose, mg/kg/hr (median, IQR) 13.3, 8.5 to 18.1 14.1, 7.8 to 20.5 0.189

Opioids 89, 57.8% 73, 52.9% 0.631

Fentanyl 52, 33.8% 40, 29.0%

Alfentanil 37, 24.0% 33, 23.9%

Midazolam 26, 16.9% 23, 16.7% 0.961

HFMG: High-flow via oxygenating mouthguard; IQR: Interquartile range; SNC: Standard nasal cannula.

Outcomes and estimate
We found a statistically significant difference in the primary outcome of hypoxaemia (SpO2 < 90%) of 
any duration. Six patients (4.4%) allocated to HFMG experienced at least an episode of hypoxaemia 
compared to 34 (22.1%) patients allocated to SNC (Table 4). In addition, a statistically significant 
difference in all secondary outcomes was also observed between the two groups. No episode of severe 
hypoxaemia (SpO2 ≤ 75%) was observed in the HFMG group (Figure 3).

A per-protocol analysis performed for the primary outcome of hypoxaemia still demonstrated a 
statistically significant difference (P value < 0.001). A subgroup analysis of longer procedures for the 
primary outcome was performed. However, the number of patients and event rates were too few to 
provide a meaningful interpretation. Two patients (8.7%) allocated to HFMG, and four patients (23.5%) 
allocated to SNC experienced an episode of hypoxaemia in procedures longer than 20 min. The majority 
(68.3%) of procedures longer than 20 minutes were therapeutic, with ERCPs (48.8%) the most common 
procedure.
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Table 3 Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy parameters (n, %)

Endoscopy parameters SNC, (n = 154) HFMG, (n = 138) P value

Duration of procedure, min (median, IQR) 10, 5.5 to 14.5 10, 4.5 to 15.5 0.684

Types of procedure 0.175

Diagnostic Procedure 87, 56.5% 67, 48.6%

Therapeutic Procedure 67, 43.5% 71, 51.4%

Types of upper GI endoscopy 0.27

Gastroscopy 106, 68.8% 96, 69.6%

Duodenoscope 1, 0.6% 1, 0.7%

ERCP 32, 20.8% 34, 24.6%

EUS 12, 7.8% 3, 2.2%

Gastroscopy + EUS 3, 1.9% 4, 2.9%

EUS: Endoscopic ultrasound; ERCP: Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography; HFMG: High-flow via oxygenating mouthguard; SNC: Standard 
nasal cannula.

Table 4 Primary and secondary end points for the intention-to-treat analysis end point (n, %)

End point SNC (n = 154) HFMG (n = 138) P value

Primary endpoint

SpO2 < 90% of any duration 34, 22.1% 6, 4.4% < 0.001

Secondary endpoint

Lowest SpO2 (median, IQR) 95%, 91% to 99% 98%, 96.5% to 99.5% < 0.001

Any episode of hypoxaemia 74, 48.1% 26, 18.8% < 0.001

SpO2 90%-94% of any duration 40, 26.0% 20, 14.5% 0.015

SpO2 76%-89% of any duration 28, 18.2% 6, 4.3% < 0.001

SpO2 ≤ 75% of any duration 6, 3.9% 0, 0% 0.019

Clinically significant episode of hypoxaemia1 32, 20.8% 1, 0.7% < 0.001

SpO2 < 85% of any duration 19, 12.3% 3, 2.2% 0.001

1Clinically significant episode of hypoxemia is defined as a need to change in flow or method of oxygen delivery that the patient was originally 
randomised to.
HFMG: High-flow via oxygenating mouthguard; IQR: Interquartile range; SpO2: Oxygen saturation; SNC: Standard nasal cannula.

A clinically significant episode of hypoxaemia requiring a need to change the flow or route of oxygen 
delivery was observed in one patient (0.7%) in the HFMG and 32 patients (20.8%) in the SNC group 
based on an intention-to-treat analysis. This patient allocated to HFMG incorrectly received SNC and 
required a higher flow of supplemental oxygen to complete their procedure. Only three patients in the 
SNC group required a change in the method of oxygen delivery. Two of these patients received a short 
period of bag-valve-mask ventilation, and a third patient received supplemental oxygen via a facemask 
for a brief period, before completing their upper GI endoscopies on higher flows of supplemental 
oxygen either via SNC or HFNC. No patients required intubation in the study. With regards to airway 
manoeuvres, a greater proportion of patients in the SNC group (42.9%) required a chin lift and/or jaw 
thrust manoeuvres compared to those in the HFMG group (17.4%) (P value < 0.001).

A total of 7 intraprocedural-related adverse events occurred, the endoscope was either withdrawn 
and re-inserted or the procedure paused in response to an episode of hypoxaemia or as directed by the 
duty anaesthetist. Only one of these patients was allocated to HFMG. No procedure-related or post-
procedure complications were observed in the study. Sedation-related adverse events were infrequent 
and observed in ten patients (3.4%). These include hypotension, bradycardia, tachycardia, nausea and 
vomiting. One patient with hypotension in the HFMG group required two doses of 0.5mg dose of 
metaraminol. In the SNC group, one patient had bradycardia requiring a dose of atropine for 
bradycardia and two others received rescue antiemetics.
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Figure 2 Study flow chart. BMI: Body mass index; ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists; ITT: Intention-to-treat; GI: Gastrointestinal.

No statistically significant difference in patient-reported symptoms was demonstrated. Patient-
reported symptoms forms were completed by 74.3% of patients and no statistically significant difference 
in response rate was found between the two groups (Table 5).

DISCUSSION
In this single centre, randomised controlled trial, HFMG at 20 L/min of supplemental oxygen 
significantly reduced the incidence of hypoxaemia, defined as SpO2 < 90% of any duration, when 
compared to SNC at 2 L/min of supplemental oxygen in patients undergoing elective upper GI 
endoscopy under deep sedation. Further, clinically significant hypoxaemia events were significantly 
reduced in patients assigned to HFMG compared to SNC. No statistically significant difference in 
patient-rated outcomes was observed between the two groups. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first study comparing the use of supplemental oxygen at 20 L/min via a commercially available 
mouthguard to 2 L/min via a standard nasal cannula.

Though further studies are required to elucidate the mechanisms by which HFMG reduces the 
incidence of hypoxaemia in patients undergoing upper GI endoscopy, we postulate that oxygen 
delivery into the oral cavity has additional benefits. During upper GI endoscopy, an open-mouth 
respiratory system, the oropharyngeal cavity serves as a large oxygen reservoir.[19] As such, we 
hypothesize that higher flows delivered into both the nasal and oral cavities result in higher FiO2 

delivery, greater physiological dead space washout, and positive end-expiratory pressure similar to that 
seen in HFNC[1].
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Table 5 Patient-reported outcomes for the intention-to-treat analysis (n, %)

Patient-reported outcomes – Likert scale SNC (n = 154) HFMG (n = 138) P value

(1 = Very uncomfortable or unbearable, 5 = Very comfortable or not at all)

Response rate 115, 74.7% 102, 73.9% 0.882

Comfort level ≤ 2 4, 3.5% 5, 4.9% 0.6

Abdominal pain ≤ 2 3, 2.6% 0, 0.0% 0.1

Bloating ≤ 2 1, 0.9% 1, 1.0% 0.932

Mouth dryness ≤ 2 2, 1.7% 1, 1.0% 0.633

Mouth pain ≤ 2 2, 1.7% 1, 1.0% 0.633

Headache ≤ 2 1, 0.9% 1, 1.0% 0.932

HFMG: High flow via oxygenating mouthguard; SNC: Standard nasal cannula.

Figure 3 Frequency and distribution of hypoxaemia. HFMG: High-flow via oxygenating mouthguard; SpO2: Oxygen saturation; SNC: Standard nasal 
cannula.

Most importantly, we acknowledge the criticisms of choosing an oxygen flow rate of 2 L/min[11]. At 
the conception of the study, this decision was to allow inferences between HFMG and HFNC based on a 
recent publication by Lin et al[7]. In our study, of those allocated to HFMG, five patients (3.6%) 
experienced hypoxaemia and only one patient (0.7%) experienced an episode of severe hypoxaemia, as 
defined by Lin et al[7], respectively. Compared to HFNC, HFMG offers a relatively inexpensive and 
simpler method of delivering higher flows of supplemental oxygen. A single-use disposable 
mouthguard (OxyguardTM) with a rubber strap is approximately 2.33 USD. However, we acknowledge 
that further comparative studies are required to determine the cost-effectiveness of HFMG in upper GI 
endoscopy compared to HFNC and other airway devices.

Furthermore, this study has limitations. Firstly, we recognise that this is a single-centre study, and 
therefore further multicentre trials are required to validate our findings. Secondly, it is unclear whether 
a lower flow of supplemental oxygen would achieve the same observed benefits, and thus additional 
studies using different flows through this mouthguard would be warranted. Thirdly, procedures 
anticipated to be longer than 20 minutes, emergent or combined with a lower GI procedure were 
excluded. Further studies in these clinical scenarios are required. Finally, an adequate mouth opening is 
required to accommodate the 60Fr mouthguard. One patient allocated to HFMG did not have sufficient 
mouth opening which was only evident after randomisation. Although a smaller version of the 
OxyguardTM is commercially available, this is not available at our centre. Studies using the miniature 
version of the mouthguard (OxyguardTM mini; North Yorkshire, England) would be required to 
determine its clinical efficacy.
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Concerning the use of pulse oximetry as our primary outcome measure, we appreciate its limitations 
relative to capnography[20]. Pulse oximetry is routinely used in all patients, and offers an objective and 
practical outcome measure. A strength of our study is the use of clinically significant hypoxemic events, 
as this encapsulates the anaesthetist’s clinical assessment and interpretation of an episode of 
hypoxaemia and thus is a more clinically relevant outcome.

CONCLUSION
The use of high-flow supplemental oxygen via a mouthguard offers a simple and novel approach to 
reducing the incidence of hypoxaemia during short upper GI endoscopy in low-risk patients 
undergoing propofol sedation.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Anaesthetic care during upper gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy has the unique challenges of balancing 
adequate patient sedation while maintaining sufficient ventilation and oxygenation via a shared upper 
airway. Supplementary oxygen during upper GI endoscopy under deep sedation is considered the 
standard practice to reduce the incidence and severity of hypoxaemia. However, despite this being a 
recommendation of international society guidelines, the optimal route or rate of oxygen delivery is not 
known.

Research motivation
Various oxygen delivery devices have been investigated to improve oxygenation during upper GI 
endoscopy, however, these are limited by commercial availability, costs and in some cases, the expertise 
required for insertion. Anecdotally at our centre, higher flows of supplemental oxygen can safely be 
delivered via an oxygenating mouthguard. This oxygenating mouthguard is routinely used during 
upper GI endoscopic procedures in our practice and as such offers a practical solution to reducing the 
incidence and severity of hypoxaemia in patients undergoing upper GI endoscopic procedures under 
deep sedation.

Research objectives
To assess the incidence of hypoxaemia (SpO2 < 90%) in patients undergoing upper GI endoscopy 
receiving supplemental oxygen using an oxygenating mouthguard at 20 L/min flow compared to 
standard nasal cannula (SNC) at 2 L/min flow as a proof-of-concept study.

Research methods
A single centre, prospective, randomised clinical trial at two sites of an Australian tertiary hospital 
between October 2020 and September 2021 was conducted. Patients undergoing elective upper 
gastrointestinal endoscopy under deep sedation were randomised to receive supplemental oxygen via 
high-flow via oxygenating mouthguard (HFMG) at 20 L/min flow or SNC at 2 L/min flow. The primary 
outcome was the incidence of hypoxaemia of any duration measured by pulse oximetry. Intrapro-
cedural-related, procedural-related, and sedation-related adverse events and patient-reported outcomes 
were also recorded.

Research results
Three hundred patients were randomised. Eight patients were excluded after randomisation. 292 
patients were included in the intention-to-treat analysis. The incidence of hypoxemia was significantly 
reduced in those allocated HFMG. Six patients (4.4%) allocated to HFMG experienced an episode of 
hypoxaemia, compared to thirty-four (22.1%) patients allocated to SNC (P value < 0.001). No significant 
difference was observed in the rates of adverse events or patient-reported outcome measures.

Research conclusions
The use of HFMG offers a novel approach to reducing the incidence of hypoxaemia during short upper 
gastrointestinal endoscopic procedures in low-risk patients undergoing deep sedation.

Research perspectives
Additional studies using different flows through the oxygenating mouthguard would be warranted to 
elucidate the mechanisms by which HFMG reduces the incidence of hypoxaemia in patients undergoing 
upper GI endoscopy. Further comparative studies are required to determine the cost-effectiveness of 
HFMG in upper GI endoscopy compared to high-flow nasal cannula and other airway devices.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Schistosomiasis is a chronic parasitic infection endemic in many countries. Col-
onic schistosomiasis is a rare entity with no specific clinical manifestations or 
endoscopic aspects, which delays the diagnosis. Diagnosis is primarily dependent 
on histopathological analysis, and treatment with antihelminthics typically 
resolves the infection.

CASE SUMMARY 
We present the case of a 21-year-old male who suffered from chronic diarrhea and 
abdominal pain. Physical examination found no abnormalities, blood tests were 
normal, and stool examination was negative. A colonoscopy revealed a nodular 
terminal ileal mucosa, two cecal polypoid lesions with no particular surface pat-
tern, and millimetric erosions in the rectum. The presence of Schistosoma eggs with 
thick peripheral capsules and viable embryos inside and numerous eosinophils 
surrounding the egg capsule were observed on histopathological examination. 
The patient received praziquantel, and his symptoms were resolved.

CONCLUSION 
Colonic schistosomiasis should be considered as a differential diagnosis, es-
pecially in endemic countries. Endoscopy and histopathological examination can 
confirm the diagnosis, and antihelminthics are an effective treatment.

Key Words: Schistosoma; Colon; Polyps; Colonoscopy; Histopathology; Ova
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Core Tip: Colonic schistosomiasis is a rare disease, often mistaken for other pathologies, such as inflam-
matory bowel disease, because the clinical and endoscopic manifestations are non-specific and can be 
misleading. Histopathological examination is key to diagnosis when the stool examination shows no ova. 
We present a case of colonic schistosomiasis in a 21-year-old male presenting with chronic diarrhea and 
abdominal pain. The stool examination was negative and colposcopy showed multiple polyps. Histopatho-
logical examination confirmed the diagnosis of colonic schistosomiasis. Antiparasitic treatment was 
effective.

Citation: Koulali H, Zazour A, Khannoussi W, Kharrasse G, Ismaili Z. Colonic schistosomiasis: A case report. 
World J Gastrointest Endosc 2022; 14(12): 789-794
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5190/full/v14/i12/789.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.4253/wjge.v14.i12.789

INTRODUCTION
Schistosomiasis is a serious chronic parasitic infection caused by trematodes, primarily Schistosoma 
mansoni and Schistosoma japonicum. Humans are accidental hosts; infection occurs after ingesting larva-
infested water. According to the World Health Organization, 236.6 million people needed preventative 
treatment in 2019 and the global death rate ranged between 24000 and 200000. Schistosoma commonly 
infects the urinary tract, and intestinal infection is rare. Its clinical manifestations are non-specific, 
ranging from asymptomatic to intestinal occlusion secondary to larva deposits, diarrhea, abdominal 
pain, malnutrition, and chronic anemia. Colonoscopy can reveal lesions, among which mucosal edema, 
ulcerations, and polypoid lesions are frequently observed[1].

Herein, we present a case of a 21-year-old male with colonic schistosomiasis.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 21-year-old male, originally from Madagascar but living in Morocco for the past 5 years, presented 
with chronic diarrhea up to 3-4 times a day, diffuse abdominal pain prominent to the right iliac fossa 
and intermittent subocclusive symptoms for 3 years with no recent aggravation.

History of present illness
The patient suffered from his complaints for 3 years prior to presentation, and they occurred in a flare-
up/remission pattern.

Physical examination
The physical examination found no abnormalities. The patient had a normal body mass index. No 
abdominal tenderness nor mass was noted.

Laboratory examinations
Blood tests gave normal findings, showing negativity for C-reactive protein levels. Stool examination for 
parasite ova and bacterial culture were negative.

Imaging examinations
A thoracic abdominopelvic computed tomography scan revealed no abnormalities.

ENDOSCOPIC EXAMINATION 
Colonoscopy revealed a nodular terminal ileal mucosa, two cecal polypoid lesions with no particular 
surface pattern, and millimetric erosions in the rectum (Figure 1A). Biopsies were taken with jumbo 
forceps. Histopathological examination showed the presence of Schistosoma eggs with thick peripheral 
capsules and viable embryos inside (Figure 1B). The egg capsules were surrounded by numerous 
eosinophils (Figure 1C).

https://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5190/full/v14/i12/789.htm
https://dx.doi.org/10.4253/wjge.v14.i12.789
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Figure 1 Colonoscopy and histopathological findings. A: Polyps were observed during colonoscopy; B: Microphotography showed the presence of three 
Schistosoma eggs in the colic mucosa (hematoxylin and eosin, × 40); C: Microphotography of a Schistosoma egg showed a thick peripheral capsule and a viable 
embryo inside. The egg capsule was surrounded by numerous eosinophils (hematoxylin and eosin, × 400).

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Colonic schistosomiasis.

TREATMENT
The patient received praziquantel (60 mg/kg in two doses over a 1-d period).

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
The treatment resolved the diarrhea and alleviated the abdominal pain.

DISCUSSION
Schistosomiasis, also known as Bilharzia, is a parasitic infectious disease caused by schistosomes. Its 
geographical distribution is widespread, with endemic foci in some regions of the world (Africa, South 
America and Asia). S. mansoni and S. japonicum are typically involved in digestive schistosomiasis. In 
Africa, colonic polyposis is generally associated with S. mansoni infection[2]. Patients are infected after 
direct contact with water contaminated with snails carrying the parasite. The urinary system is preferen-
tially affected, while intestinal involvement is rare.

Symptoms can be non-specific, and the evolution of the infection can last for long periods (as 
reported in our case). Diarrhea is the main symptom, as 3%-55% of a population study presented with 
diarrhea, with 11%-50% of cases presenting with bloody diarrhea[1]. In a study of 216 patients with 
intestinal schistomiasis, by Mohamed et al[2], abdominal pain and diarrhea were the most frequent 
symptoms, accounting for 39 % and 27% of cases respectively. In another study by Rocha et al[3], 
diarrhea was also the most common symptom, observed in 56% of cases. Abdominal pain, constipation, 
weight loss and fatigue are commonly observed, while obstructive symptoms, such as intestinal 
stenosis, are rare.

Differential diagnosis with inflammatory bowel disease and malignancy can be challenging. 
Hypereosinophelia is a nonspecific finding of schistomiasis correlating to the stage, intensity, and 
duration of infection. Stool examination may reveal ova, which is essential in determining larva species
[1,2]. However, detecting ova in the stool can be difficult, as the numbers decrease as the infection 
evolves. Quantitative sampling according to the Kato-Katz technique coupled with concentration 
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technique improves the sensitivity of egg detection; the diagnosis sensitivity could also be improved by 
associating Kato-Katz sampling examination with serological testing (e.g., IgG anti-Schistosoma mansoni-
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay technique)[4]. Serological diagnosis by detection of serum 
antibody titer is also available, especially in endemic areas, but it cannot differentiate between active or 
chronic infection; meanwhile, a negative serological test can rule out infection in endemic areas but 
cannot be used in post-treatment follow-up due to prolonged positivity post-therapy[5]. Detection of 
free circulating DNA by polymerase chain reaction can be used for early diagnosis of prepatent schisto-
somiasis infection[6], with good sensitivity and specificity for urine samples (94.4% and 99.9% 
respectively)[7]. Serologic tests for the detection of one of the two gut-associated parasite proteins ¾ 
circulating anodic antigen and circulating cathodic antigen ¾ can also be used for diagnosis[8].

When digestive colonization occurs, superficial submucosal deposits of Schistosoma eggs lead to the 
formation of polypoid lesions corresponding to inflammatory granulation tissue and hypertrophy of the 
adjacent muscular layer. Colonoscopy can show polypoid lesions, edema, ulcers, and granular patterns
[9-13]. In the study mentioned above by Mohamed et al[2], polyps were found in only 8 cases (3 were 
rectal and 5 were colonic), and histopathological examination showed schistosomal ova in all 8 of the 
polyps. Cao et al[10] observed that nodular lesions and polyps are more frequent in the left colon, while 
mucosal edema, erythema, granular pattern, and ulcers are often seen in the right colon. In this study, 4 
patients were misdiagnosed as ulcerative colitis, 1 as Crohn’s disease, and 7 as ischemic colitis. While 
intestinal lesions associated with S. mansoni are usually observed in the ileum and the colon, duodenal 
involvement has been reported as well. Based upon visualization of schistosomal ova, biopsies and 
histopathological examination are the golden diagnostic standard of colonic schistomiasis. The ova are 
mainly deposited in the lamina propria and/or submucosa[11], with an observable inflammatory 
reaction in the tissue surrounding them[10,12]. Other characteristic features are excessive mucus and 
diffuse or focal infiltration of eosinophilic granulocytes, which may be highly suggestive of colonic 
schistosomiasis[14], as seen in our patient. In addition, intestinal ultrasound and computed tomography 
may reveal wall thickening, but they show no abnormalities in most cases. Abdominal X-rays and 
barium enemas can show images of polyps and structures but are not typically utilized due to their lack 
of specificity.

Intestinal schistosomiasis is amenable to medical treatment, including praziquantel, with a safe and 
effective outcome and cure rates ranging between 60% and 90%[15]. It has been shown that antigen tests 
become negative as early as 5-10 d after successful therapy[16]. A study from Africa that aimed to 
evaluate the efficacy and safety of praziquantel in preschool-aged children in an area co-endemic for 
Schistosoma concluded the efficacy of crushed praziquantel administered to preschool-aged children at a 
dose of 40 mg/kg against S. mansoni and Schistosoma haematobium[17]. Mutapi et al[18] had also 
concluded from their study that praziquantel is safe and efficacious in children aged 1-10 years.

Praziquantel is substantially excreted by the kidney, and elderly patients with decreased renal 
function may be at greater risk of toxic reactions. In a study conducted by Putri et al[19], the group aged 
45 to 69 experienced a high proportion of side effects.

A second praziquantel regimen can be prescribed in case of persistence of the infection; oxamniquine 
alone or combinated with praziquantel and trioxolane can also be used as second-line therapy.

Following treatment, stool analysis or colon biopsy could be considered for assessment of treatment 
success but should be performed at least 6 wk post-treatment[20]. No data are available in the literature 
regarding colonic polyps’ endoscopic follow-up and monitoring.

Cases of colon cancer associated with S. japonicum have been reported. However, the carcinogenic 
pathways are unclear, and the association is not well established[2,10,21]. A Chinese study including 
454 colorectal carcinoma specimens showed that more than half (n = 289) were associated with S 
japonicum infection[22]. Furthermore, a study by Kaw et al[23] including 1277 colonic carcinoma patients 
showed that schistosomiasis was often accompanied by rectal cancer.

Schistosomiasis prevention is key to its elimination; public health awareness campaigns, water 
sanitation, hygiene programs, and chemotherapy programs are necessary. Preventive chemotherapy in 
preschool-aged children is deemed appropriate for those aged ≥ 2 years in endemic communities, 
according to the World Health Organization. While an antischistosomal vaccine will be ideal for long-
term protection, clinical trials for its development are still in progress.

CONCLUSION
Colonic schistosomiasis is a rare disease that should be considered a differential diagnosis in endemic 
regions. Endoscopic appearance is non-specific. Histopathological and stool examinations have a 
significant role in diagnosis.
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